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It’s Not Out There
some people hear of the
strange transgressions
of their neighbors and ask—
how could he? or—
what was she thinking?
I don't ask, anymore
nobody gets what they really want
if they even know what that is
and it makes this a restless
and lonely old world
I hear it whining
for its absentee master
like a stray dog in the night
and I hear the people, too—
a chorus of them, wide awake
when they should be sleeping
screaming for it to shut up, already
and sometimes one of the voices
is mine and the dog
is not out there
but cowers in some dark crevice
where I can't even reach
to scratch him
behind the ears
by Brian Rihlmann
(WINNER – William Carlos Williams Prize for Poetry)
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Growing Cold
by
Zai Pacardo
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At The River
at the river
my fallen cottonwood
sits in the same place as always
stuck in the sand
like an old grey bone
it’s surely deteriorated a bit
since last summer
but I can’t see it
like I can feel my own
I wonder how long
it’ll last here
until every trace is gone
or if another
will ever choose this spot
for their very own—
to sit here staring
at ripples of sunlight
flowing downstream
to pace the riverbank
listening to the water ramble on
like a drunkard
to skip flat stones
hoping to reach
that far shore
to scribble in a notebook
purging themselves
in this open-sky confessional
secrets black on the page
until the ink runs dry

by Brian Rihlmann
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Simple Physics
they say at the elementary level
what we call reality
is composed of things
that cannot be considered “real”
in any substantial way—
tiny particles...or waves
that blink in and out of existence
how sunlight sparkles
on ripples of water
I understand what they mean—
this morning I looked at myself
in the bathroom mirror
and I swear I could see
straight through
to the wall behind me—
plain white stucco
no discernible pattern
to the bumps and swirls
chaos in monochrome
this explains the way
I’ve often felt
since I was young
it explains the way others
often look at me...
or don’t
by Brian Rihlmann
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self-portrait as a space dog in blue off his leash out for a stroll
by
Lawrence Barrett
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I Wish This Tree Were My Friend Jody
I look out the window at the red oak
by the curb, silhouetted in the sunlight
like a tall dancer on the sidewalk. Small fans
of spring leaves wave from each branch like a hankie.
I wish that tree were my friend Jody
carrying some treasure down the sidewalk
to show me – a silver charm, red pebble,
old photo of us, young. I’d run out the door
as she lifts her arms and wriggles
her hips and calls yatehay! to greet me.
One hot summer we drove my blue Pinto
to Truth or Consequences, New Mexico,
to listen to a washed-up country
crooner rasp his top hits through tinny speakers.
The radiator blew driving back. We sang
rolling me down the highway behind a tow truck
those 90 miles to home.
The next night we crossed over
to Juarez to shoot Davy Crocketts till dawn.
That oak is an odd standout – she keeps her leaves all year.
Autumn, she’s a mad dance of neon tangerine apricot salmon.
First winter snap, her notched leaves fade
to russet and hang there like loss until spring.
Jody gave me her heartleafed philodendron when she moved to NYC.
Its green vines climbed the walls
of every home I’ve had these 30 years since.
Her letters came a few times a year, handwriting
curvy, each word lifting off the page with a kick.
Divorce, drinking, recovery,
third marriage. I wanted to see her.
It’s April again. Lime green leafbuds
6

push the ruddy weathered leaves to the street.
I tell Jody I’ve searched for her online
as we stroll past the oak to the park.
When I found her obituary, I was left wanting
to know how she died. I ask her
to tell me, but she just says
she loves the yellow balsamroot
blooming everywhere we walk.
by Connie Wasem Scott
(First Runner-up – William Carlos Williams Prize for Poetry)
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Echoes of Night Fading Orange & Aquamarine
by
Lawrence Barrett
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The Punch Line
My mother tells me a joke involving
two Swedes and a russet potato. She no longer
lives in the house where the purple irises
searched for the sun each evening when it fell
like a toppled streetlight behind the house.
My mother’s hands grew like branches
of birch trees, or their roots, long
and sinewy and reaching for the ivory
keys of the old upright in the basement. The joke
really isn’t funny. What’s funny
is I can’t remember the punch line.
Come here once, my mother’s mother
often said. Bist du krank? We were children
back then, my brother and I, whacking
each other with rhubarb stalks
in the sunny yard, rhubarb Mom grew
for jam and that sauce Dad liked
over ice cream. I’m the one in a jam now. My
brother’s hands have disappeared.
This too shall pass, Mom often said.
She wasn’t joking. I fold her
hankie into an envelope. She doesn’t want to
set me down. I cling to the pink blanket
she’s draped over my head as she carries me
across the street while it snows.
by Connie Wasem Scott
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What Man Does Not Know
by
Zai Pacardo
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Frida Kahlo Paints the Antarctic Forest
“A rainforest that flourished in Antarctica 90 million years ago
is locked under the ice”
~ Discover Magazine, 1 April 2020
My head spins since I learned of the frozen rain forest.
I want to paint that selva, pero what pigments
to make trees locked in ice nearly forever?
The color of a tree’s bark tells the story of its spine.
I’ll work with the browns I used in Wounded Deer,
pero I’ll add a wash of blue for ice that seeped
into each grain, the way steam from a caldo can be tasted
on my lover’s face after we’ve dined. It gets inside.
I am hungry for these trees. I can see
ochre and russet and sienna bleeding
in the bark held motionless like a woman
suspended in bed with a body cast, her spine
straightened like a bent pole. My friend
fears invisible germs killing people por todo el mundo,
like infinitesimal arrows pierce
and kill a deer. I fear what we can see – a streetlamp
stabs a city bus and the woman inside who a moment
before was gazing at small patches of sky.
Our futures impaled before
we can reach them, pasts
frozen before we can see them.
Mainly, I wonder what happened
to the leaves, if they were able to hold on
to their greens, if emeralds and parakeets
diminished to crocodiles and olives. Ay, thinking sobre colores
makes my hands itch for my brushes and paints.
My perspective will be standing above the treetops
looking down through clear frozen water, a few
ripples of mud. Posiblemente I will paint
parrots in the branches. Our sorrows
are the same colors as our pains.
I was once a tree frozen in ice.
by Connie Wasem Scott
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not minding
by
Lawrence Barrett
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Red is Fugitive
In a chemical word
red is hardest to hold.
On the pigment-coated sheet
images in sun go green,
the most disturbing of the balances.
I saw a body
dead and iced. It was not blue,
but emerald.

In extremis the blood, too,
stops or goes off. And the flesh,
always a fitful balance,
goes grey, without light:
the red goes and the grey goes green.

by Alan Bern
(RUNNER-UP – The William Carlos Williams Prize for Poetry)
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from
several stations in the Leggenda di San Francesco d’Assisi by Giotto di Bondone

the sky-hand of God
two-fingered sign to the raised
prayer hands of Francis
shall never forget
that moment and the poorman –
so my cape over the ground for him too
I cannot believe
that I exist without flames
running down my back
unless timepieces crack
the human father dies first
leaving the child
alone on a short porch looking
out over a rich, deep valley
though Francesco points
over his angry Father’s head
Assisi now recalls
the Saint’s parents in cold bronze,
broken chain in Mother’s hands
green bird Francesco
fly up to your perch in air
uncaged throne of wood
this is what scared me most
the disappearance of my heart
and that no one knew the difference

14

let us learn from the stones
silence
San Francesco

speak speak
a cheek a face
pleads
from stones
a heat
a steam
obscures
what likeness once could mean
the other foot
cold granite steps frozen
flies alive
in death’s wounds
and the living’s
the dead read
though may not hear
eyes open
ears
to speak
the corpse

speak speak by Alan Bern
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Clown with a Pale Moon
by
Gerburg Garmann
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Tiger Love
I am drawn to anything with a tiger,
a snake, a scorpion, a bite.
It’s the same attraction
that keeps my knife bone-handled,
blade damask-sharp.
I have little use for beauty
incapable of injury.
It’s a luxury to feel the death
encase my ribs, the skin stretched
& blackened, laced so tightly
each breath is contained.
I keep so many fires near
they haunt my sleep.
Dream of nightly burnings,
toe the apartment to ensure
no ember has escaped my snuff.
See how I make a light & unmake it?
Man made god in his image
& I have that same brimstone spirit
beating my chest red.
Let me make something worth breaking.
Let me love so deeply each throat
splits open like a pear.

by Harley Chapman
(RUNNER-UP – The William Carlos Williams Prize for Poetry)
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Fossil
by
Keith Edwards
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All We Harvest Are Ghosts
I left myself in that house, baseboards
overrun with breadcrumbs. There isn’t a smell
that escapes me. Ask anything. How the floor
glinted, cheap linoleum flaked with gold.
How a knock follows the length of the hallway.
Each spring the carpet floods
with carpenter ants the size of thumbnails.
Put cereal in Tupperware to keep them out, put
bay leaves on the counter. High summer
curls the screen away from its casing & flies sizzle,
trapped between net & plastic glass.
Open every closet like an accordion, both arms
flung wide. A sleeve will appear
to disappear in the doorway—a blue sleeve,
a man’s sleeve, but no men live here.
I will hear her knocking, hear her pacing,
though she is confined to a chair.
The basement door is chained from the outside
& sometimes the chain will rattle.
I speak to gods who write rot on my lap
before I can shake them off.
We are not religious, but we do, at times, believe.
Right now, I am pressed against a wooden banister
you cannot see. I smell dust, honeysuckle perfume,
feel the thin weave of over-worn sheets.
I laid in this bed before I knew it as resting place.
Lie in any fertile ground long enough
& the body erupts into seed.

by Harley Chapman
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The Sagittarius Mother
I wanted to learn bow & arrow before I knew
of Chiron or Apollo. It was the feathers,
the slim-tipped beauty of a flying thing made deadly.
You took to carrying quivers early, strapped
tight across the breast like a child feeding.
There was no space for me there. I took to collecting
blue jay, crow, turkey—fastened to stray twigs,
each shot so clean it could pin a star to a tree.
I didn’t know you as archer then, didn’t know
centaurs represented barbarism, chaos, the influence
of wine. When your feet fell a double echo, I ignored
the iron shoe. The morning you swallowed each arrow
feathers-first, I thought that was the end of it.
I had such little knowledge of flames then, of melding.
How you can make your tongue a bodkin tip,
pull back the bowstring, taut as a hawk, & fire.

by Harley Chapman
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Sowing Wild Oats
by
Keith Edwards
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thanksgiving prayer for the rust belt
in the rust belt
we give thanks
like a red headed stepchild
a stray feral cat
an abandoned dog with rabies
a closed factory
pulled pension
the short end of the stick
a piece of jackhammered asphalt
the chickenhead whores
that stagger along the avenue
a minimum wage asshole
that eats shit for a living
a smiling TV preacher
that you wanna punch in the face
crohns disease and acne
& the peanuts in my crap
in the rust belt
diplomacy is lost
we dont know
how to tell someone
to go fuck themselves
and like the way that it sounds
in the rust belt
we give thanks
like a hanky full of chloroform
waking up with a hangover
in a room that you dont recognize
the trunk of a car
a basement
22

the bottom of a polluted river
swinging from a noose
or worse yet
having to relive it
over and over
every day
like some bad rewrite
of ground hog day
except the ground hog
smokes cheap cigarettes
and drinks steel city beer
beats his kids
and snorts bad meth
from the dull side of a hunting knife
by Jay Miner
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Hanging Cacoon
by
Keith Edwards

24

you ask how i am
i smell caskets for practice
the hallmark poets bore me
words are not salvation
ridiculous poem
for ridiculous people
in a laundromat
in a ridiculous town
in southeast Arizona
one asked the other
how will we know when its done
when the machine stops it is done
came the reply
the first one said oh
by Jay Miner
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straight
jacket
freight
train
box
car
steam
engine
wet
whistle
in
love
with
yr
captors
hills
have
eyes
destination
unknown
air
conditioned
nightmare
american
purgatory
by Jay Miner
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Everlasting
by
J. E. Crum
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rogue
The round hill
green with our lives
seems but a swelling of the ground
a ripe boil – she invites –
why do the lances still ignore
her rich treed, profound rump?!
All the hills in this old town of weavers
have been mined
stripped down to their rogue stony hearts
mined for their red, red dirt
mined for their guts of quartzite.
The round hill
green with our lives
she flourishes here
and the trees
collateral casualties on yonder hills
spread like immortals there.
By Opeyemi Joe Olanihun
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No Space left
by
Zai Pacardo
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From Here to Eternity
by
Briana Gervat

30

hope again
In these parts
rain is hope
she means life.
When she croons
the parched earth breaks into a green dance
cotyledons push aside the packed dust
and wave seed-sized flags of new lives.
And if you weren’t told
you’d never have known
these’re once scorched and bare.
So when next you hear it
in these parts
the patter of rain
know it for what is: hope come again.
By Opeyemi Joe Olanihun
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High Tide
by
Briana Gervat
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hope as a dicot
heart of drought
loam of fire
tell me
what do you remember
of the half-forgotten ones?
how much is the cost of
the lore lost forever?
the seeds
they sleep eternally in the dust.

heart of flames
earth of mothers
can you still sing
the names from your wild past?
do you still chant on mellowed evenings
tales of your termites' spirits,
before the huntings and the night fires
before the blaze that cindered the ancestral groves?
for fire
fire can erase even the tales of old.
.

heart of drought
hands of fire
rocks of your earth
the heart of your rocks
they are the toughs that farmhands must ignore
they are the ironstone’s cores that destroy tractors.
sing me a memory
of your disrobed trees,
of your hands in thorny sprigs –
33

fingers sprouted from charred needs,
sing of the ghost trees in the broken forest
now tufted with ferns
sing of the unlived pampas.
By Opeyemi Joe Olanihun
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Untitled
by
Briana Gervat

35

Marble
The dunce cap that keeps me from recess is good today.
Its one-size-fits-all elastic string digs into the spot where my neck meets my chin.
Its grip colors it, with no thought of staying inside the lines, red.
Indian red, now chestnut. Torch red, now scarlet. I wonder what the pitchforks are now called…
Red as the voluptuous balloons that fly or lay? along the edge of my sheet of cream marble cake.
Like me. Light outside but mixed underneath. Mom and Dad. Who do I choose?
I bubble in “other” on the black and white tests with just one answer.
With my yellow goldenrod? canary? macaroni and cheese? number 2 pencil.
I look for Oreo. Or for Domino. The kids call me those. Neither is there. In the bakery, or on the paper.
I like marble. It is a sweet way to say “other.”
The part where the vanilla and the chocolate steep like leaves in a little fine cup is where I hide.
Surprise!
Red is my favorite color. Like cardinals. And fire trucks.
Not stop signs. You see them all the time. Too common.
I tug the string to ease the squeeze, but the brief release does nothing. Snap! back it goes.
May the Good Lord Bless You.
Achoo.
I wish He would. But, do we really need to say He is good? Is that not a given?
Cut the cake! I do. Right through my name in swirly gel writing. Slice myself in two.
Put each on a tiny plate with an equally small plastic fork. Wait to see which half gets picked first.
Everyone wants a corner piece.
Is it because they are the sweetest? Or because there are only four?
People always seem to like best what is the toughest to get.
Someone will not win.
The pin game. Why does the donkey have so many tails? Or are they tales?
That would make more sense.
I bet that ass has a lot of stories to tell. If you let it.
How sad we hold those tales in our hands and give them back without listening. Or even caring.
One. Two. Three.
The string keeps the fold over my eyes. So I cannot see. But I can feel. The wooden stick in my hand.
So am I really blind?
The slurry carcass is stuffed with 57-year-old dreams. It hangs. From a string. We laugh.
When we beat it down. When we rip its insides out. When we take what we like for ourselves.
Yay!
The pile of curl-edged leaves raked into the corner waits. To be opened.
How odd they fell from outstretched, nail-tipped limbs to sit at the feet of this long dead tree.
The one that stands under the gay crucified flag with its bib pinned on. As if it should run.
Bang! It drops.
No, it droops. In the center. From the weight of counting every year up.
Or does it actually tick the direction of a frown?
Like the ball we all watch. At the end or at the beginning? of each turn of the calendar.
Never tossed. Never shot. Just dropped.
How many candles are left to just be blown out?
The bags of favors hang by the door, not done. Twisty tied tight, like Nobody’s bag of wind.
Open them up. Not here! At home. To remember…
When the remains are bagged and they decorate the curb.
The same paved bump that takes the lives of men who look like my dad under caps bent on Sundays.
Make a wish! I close my eyes. And I see Henry in his brown box.
Sharp cornered. Like the ones everyone brought. For me.
The ones that sat all day in the shade of the no longer alive tree.
Covered in ribbon and colored paper.
To hide the sepia, umber, tan, beaver underneath.
The same shadow that runs through me.
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I take my pinch to grow an inch from my mom’s mother.
And I cannot help but wonder if getting bigger will make me worth more.
Like a Navarre…
Maybe I will find out this time next year.
Say Cheese!

By Beverly Joyce
(RUNNER-UP – The William Carlos Williams Prize for Poetry)
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Turning Pages
by
Zai Pacardo
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The Dirt
My backyard boasts a bed.
Wooden slats box it in.
Stakes pierce like fleshy lobe the earth.
Buried there is my life.
In the little trenches footsteps apart.
Strips of ripped discarded sheets hold it in place.
Jumbo Strawberry Lip Smackers.
Which always lick better than their mini twins.
Lavender soap.
Washed off just enough that its shadow lingers on the down-stuffed sack next to mine.
A fret squeak.
In a song that tugs the plastic circle back string looped to curly hair and rainbow eyes.
White glitter.
With silver sparkle mixed in that makes Russian Tea Cakes of northern tree limbs.
Moth kisses.
On the cheeks and knobbed faces of giggling little girls I get to call my own.
Pignoli cookies.
Countered overnight so the piney sweet tops become chuckholes between greedy
fingers.
A gourd.
Flicker lit. Stem-capped. Pulpless. Yet, gives a toothy grin until it caves in on itself
anyway.
Mud pies.
Cloud-topped, pinched into tin pans and fit to rope hang from cages to scare black
beaks away.
Linen thread.
Stretched along fanned spine and bang fixed in place by a pug-faced golden headband.
A wink.
That wakes up an hour later. When the light through the rod-topped hole dew drop
petal droops.
Peach tea.
In a tall glass. Whose sobs slip down the metal cane apron it sits upon to Pollock the
ground.
The diamond.
It fingers the groovy brailled button the table turns. Its gravely ear just before words
pour out.
The dirt accepts the anger the mallet has to offer.
The point is noted.
In it goes to sharp mark what will grow.
So all can see.
Me.

By Beverly Joyce
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Untitled
by
Briana Gervat
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Red Sauce
Twenty-four.
Not hours ticked off on a round hard clock.
Tomatoes. Roma. Ovals. Not stiff. Not soft. In between. Tender. Like noon.
Red Oval Noons?
A pot of red sauce needs the same number of noons as hours in the day.
The sauce takes fewer, but it feels like forever.
Pluck them from their mother. The stem. No hem. She reaches for the sky and comes up short
every time, weighed down by the seeds on her hips.
Pinch their cheeks a bit first, like budgie baby flesh between pointer and thumb, Ugh, Nonna…
to see if they are ready to fly the nest. To simply land in another woven womb.
Blade to each navel digs, leaves a grave for life to fill instead of dirt.
X to dotted tip exposes the bundles of joy swaddled inside.
Turn the fruit of the vine a quarter hour and the letter gets flipped. A cross.
The baptism is short.
Just one skinny trip around grandfather’s face. In the boiling font they float. When the skin peels
from the meat like sin from the soul is the time to pull them out. Before the seeds spill.
The crucible of ice waits.
It takes the heat and delivers its spent penance. To stand naked, exposed.
Is that not everyone’s blackest fear? To be seen. Known.
The berries.
From pot to soil, they seem vulnerable. And yet, they shed their scarlet garb like an equally soft
stage curtain parts, quick. Pull of rope. Tug of skin. Same thing in the end. Open.
The ripped pile hurriedly cast down blushes nothing in them.
Two dozen bodies
stock pile
into a body
of water
metal shored.
Palms of oregano, parsley, basil, and cane the color of drip drop scalded beans bury them in their
liquid tomb. Sixty ticks of the big hand that hangs on the wall permit the coiled heat
underneath to turn the contents of the casket not to ash but to mush. Ding!
Hinge up. The water turned red with the insides out.
A long-handled shovel scoops paste like clay from southern ground into the seedy brew.
Alabama August air escapes the plotted dusty rows gone wet and ringed so it or they? may, too,
be just as thick.
The sand passes time’s thin waist once, and twenty-four becomes one.
One pot of red sauce to pour as from a pitcher atop waterlogged worms of grain which inch the
ceramic scene between fork and spoon.

By Beverly Joyce
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Fox River Valley Woodlands
by
Christopher Paul Brown
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CORA’S THINGS
Cora had over 250 Hummels
from when her first husband,
a GI cracker who beat her
apparently every time she
bought one or came home
with marzipan candies or
licorice bits or gummy bears
for the kids, or sometimes
a dazzling minuet clock
or a humpback or coo-coo,
when they were stationed
in Germany. Then they moved
to Texas ‘cause the war was over
and he didn’t know what
to do with her and all her
Hummels and two daughters
but in a stroke of dumb luck
a truck lost its brakes and
smashed through Cora’s
pretty picture window
and all the Hummels had
shocked cracked “O” surprised
wide-mouth frog cherub faces
all over the plush carpet and
former GI cracker Lloyd laughed
at the porcelain carnage
and this broke Cora’s fine china
heart so she left him there
with a big old “O” for a mouth
drunk and broken on the floor.
She replaced every figurine,
set all her dozen clocks to chime
at the appointed time, some
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on the quarter-hour, all at half,
and on Christmas she hung
a high-heeled boot for a stocking
and set a motion-timed bird
chirping in the tree that sometimes
mouthed off when the clocks did.
Cora raised 297 houseplants
(counted at her last move) after
she married a man who lasted
35 years who never raised a hand
but bought her little smiling
cherub “O”-mouthed carolers,
squeezebox players, kite-flyers—
with velvet runners for them, too,
proud in their backlit curio case.
Cora knew if one was moved
for a step-child’s curious fingering
or a rude guest’s unasked handling.
Cora knew every ridge in her
shag carpet and could detect
a careless wanderer in the hall
treading stealthily to the kitchen
to snatch a cookie from her
Hopalong Cassidy biscuit jar.
Cora knew how to count.
Cora knew how to keep time
with the man who never lifted
a hand to her and backlit all
her fragile, particular pretties.
by Pamela Sumners
(FINALIST – The William Carlos Williams Prize for Poetry)
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Radical Play
by
Christopher Paul Brown
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TRUTH OR DARE
Because the truth was too hard, I always took the dare.
I ate bird shit, drank a cup of Wisk fabric softener
Because it was less bitter, always, than the sour truth.
On a dare, I took my frivolous doctorate, with honors,
at the Institute for Useless Splendor. I never was
a sore loser, not that Old Testament king Abimelech,
the piqued judge who poisoned his peoples’ land
with salt, on the theory that the kingdom was his alone
when his people, who’d had quite enough, rose against him.
***
I reached for my wife’s familiar waist under her shirt.
She swatted me away: far too intimate. I am Abimelech
now, her factored grievances telling me she was preoccupied,
letting me know there is nothing that means I’m entitled.
I remember meeting her in the temple of law, recall
again the cardinal rule of property: pursuit is not possession.
When I wake, I know my breath is life’s apothegm
and counsel; you can’t always or maybe ever get what you want.
Now awake, I also know: my urgent nightmare is calling.

by Pamela Sumners
(FINALIST – The William Carlos Williams Prize for Poetry)
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THE LAW OF CONSERVATION
The same amount of matter exists
before and after it is changed,
the chemistry teacher explains.
If matter cannot be destroyed
the eyelash fluttering from your
butterfly kiss can become a tear
can shutter itself in a nautilus
and be the “I love you” voice
in a conch echoing the whole ocean
can enclose the entire quantum
roulette of our days, a View Master
of nandina bushes fringing our
shotgun shack in Montgomery,
a pitcher of sweet tea on hothouse
porches, me always thinking that
noticing changes in matter should be
the adjunct of natural breath, you sure
we’d have no need of poems if
this were true. I go to sleep one night
under the whole gleaming mass of stars
and rise a constellation of liver spots
my heart still beating like a Ramma
Jamma Yella Hamma, my ear pressed
to the conch, beating honey I am
I am I am

by Pamela Sumners
(FINALIST – The William Carlos Williams Prize for Poetry)
(PREVIOUSLY PUBLISHED IN HOLE IN THE HEAD REVIEW)
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Separation
by
Matina Vossou
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Singing Love Songs on Pluto
I once had a house on Pluto
with a wrap around porch
where I would sing love songs
in the permanent night pierced in stars
Later I flew vast tracks of the southern ocean
in my Gypsy Moth
dolphins vaulting over waves
all held in freeze frame
and as my little plane sped along
I tipped my wings in greeting
to the occasional steamer below
and when I landed
I held myself in stillness
as the world harmonized all around me
You once told me love was nothing but a bribe
meant to fill the empty spaces in ourselves
and so I said to you,
“bribe me anyway”
and then I serenaded you through the night
song after song
which made you laugh and laugh
by Gary Beaumier
(FINALIST – The William Carlos Williams Prize for Poetry)
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Old Dock
by
Briana Gervat
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Hello Icarus
Once I shuffled along the wings of biplanes
I know this because I always fall in my dreams
from very high and unsurvivable places
tugged inexorably toward cliffs
by some invisible force or
tumbling off high buildings
When I get old and rickety
like those planes
I’ll take one burst of wind too many
and collapse mid flight impossibly high
guy wires slackened
trailing struts or tail fins as they are loosed
spinning rapidly toward a thicket of trees
Maybe my last words will be, ”Hello Icarus
I should have known I could only stay aloft so long”
and all the wing walkers said the same
but wasn’t it nice to have escaped the pull of gravity
those many times
and finally when the pilot cuts the engine
we drifted down through a soundless world
by the grace of the wings
in that rarified place
only we knew
by Gary Beaumier
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Pandora
by
J. E. Crum
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For All Seasons
Spring
I float in your secret sea
I feel the buzz of your words
From some slim volume
in my liquid world
not knowing outside
things green and push
through the soil
while frogs orchestrate
such a cacophony of life
Summer
Read me into a bright morning
as we lean against a leaving oak
A book about a toad and badger and rat and mole
while I pluck a blade of grass a ladybug has scaled
as I lean my head into the safety of your warm body
your voice a song to me
Fall
It is a weathered park bench
it is me with a book
maybe I have as many days left
as those I’ve spent
leaves rustle in the wind like an up ended biography
I sit alone
with the best of companions

Winter
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Spin me a tale of places and things unknown
since I am soon to take a slow train there
across fields of deepening snow swirled into drifts
frost etchings on the window as we pass electric blue lakes
and then into forests of scarce daylight
while my eyes dim and my breathing shallows
and my grip has let go of all my worldly things
then read me the passage that says it all meant something
by Gary Beaumier
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Hope II...?
by
Martina Tichá Kratochvílová
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10,000 steps at Guadalcanal
My grandfather injecting morphine in people he knew and did not.
Their limbs — doll parts, still breathing. Most to die, and when
you are not a nurse, just an injector, the needle will stay with you long after.
A walk in San Francisco, not the tourist parts. Our steps same-d
towards the stars and traffic lights. Josh Joplin in my mind. Towards pacing,
an imagine.
Never is my hand the needle in your arm. Or even fingers in my fingers. Or
children.
Your step and mine. I practice this pantomime in my head.
We cross between our breath and 4,000. The monument of nothing to say.
Elephants walking the same direction, substantial but apart.
I know you are beautiful even though my feet are hurting like new teeth.
And I have lost my way to feel your thought.
My grandfather did noble things back in the war of simple killing,
relieving those who could not brace against their dying.
20,000 steps and I have walked a new human.
Away from what was left behind.

by Leon Fedolfi
(FINALIST – The William Carlos Williams Prize for Poetry)
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The River Styx
by
J. E. Crum
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Small Vessels
I am planted, as you.
And though we are not the same,
we know each other intimately.
We grow from the same imagined clay vessel,
metaphor for animal. A figuration of mind.
Our bodies from a world of volcano and hurricane.
In mind subsists other, deeper vessels.
Beliefs. Hives unknown to us.
Ephemera set by my swollen ankle
and guesting teeth.

No physics for consciousness.
An“I” that makes choices is by without
definition — delusional.
Aware and yet vassal, shared in two —
like some other moon at my table.
Across the rational universe — a staring contest.
A vessel for my dog. Am I in there too?
by Leon Fedolfi
(FINALIST – The William Carlos Williams Prize for Poetry)
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Un-invented Ear
The un-invented ear
would listen as I feel,
and partake of solemn
in the morning drawing near.
Would hear a rising wind
as the antler crown ascends.
A herald for my breath,
and the spirit it expends.

by Leon Fedolfi
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Lethe’s Water
by
Matina Vossou
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Diurnal Succession
The shallow breath of evening,
as it settles in for night
- weary from a long day of labors.
Seeking solace that goes beyond
the waywardness of thought.
A bramble of faint images
dissolve into dusk.
Night takes evening by the hand
leading her home.
Red streaked night sky - fades into black.
Morning into evening,
as night steps off the edge,
falling into a brilliant
sunlit morn once again.
by Christine Tabaka
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Untitled
by
J. E. Crum
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Lyrical Island Days
Dangling wind chimes
singing bells
memories drift
on sundrenched clouds.
I stand on the sky deck
gazing out over marsh
to distant dunes – that guard shoreline
as waves crash upon sand.
Sweet salt air
carried on a breeze.
Birds soaring overhead.
Earth’s ancient rhythm whirling on
with each breath - never ending.
A world where sun rules day
constellations rule night,
while counting magical fiery arrows –
piercing heaven’s vault.
Lyrical island days – that never end.
I become the moment,
as I shall stand here watching eternity pass by.
by Christine Tabaka
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thought forms of embryonic stars waiting to be born
by
Lawrence Barrett
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Aqua Regia & the Screaming Fingerprints of Gold
by
Matina Vossou
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ELECTRICAL WIND AND THE RAIN
“But when I came to man’s estate,
With hey, ho, the wind and the rain…”
- Wm. Shakespeare

This must be where the feet are
returning us to a dark room
on a moonless night, maybe to teach us
how little we now know, how much
there is to learn about where and who we are
while the information we’re receiving
from the senses is unfortunately limited,
such as never detecting what was swimming
in a tall glass of water until microscopes
revealed it as well as cellular depths
and much of what seems to exist in matter.
We’re still learning where and who we are,
surrendering finally before the unknown,
where the electrical brain recreates levels
of the autonomous and the sacramental.
For this must be where the feet are taking us,
as unfinished as we’ve each been in Western
civilization with its sky filled with the remains
of fire, slathered over with uncountable numbers
of stars and galaxies the longer each day
passes through wires in the wall and waves
in the air, placing us in overlapping
fields of electromagnetic current
through the untested internet ajar.
by James Grabill
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Astronomical Consciousness
by
Steve Tutino
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END OF THE DAY
The incomplete day’s done
when the final act ends
and house lights brighten
to reveal the immense audience
whispering or talking in pairs
softly enough to avoid unrest,
while others offer melodious declarations
of private independence from the play
or issue sweet invitations, engineering
events, while the crowd files out,
gowns glistening in a rush of prisming
multiple color, topcoats covering leopard
tails, with flying archaic buttresses
in the air over great mothers of the arts
being ushered out, leaving the theater
in swirls of dust with the medieval king
still center-stage in all his absence
falling into the vacuum between centuries,
back in the gorge behind us with its rock
walls swimming with faces of animals
and people, striated from compacted eras
that the king in freefall lunges past
on the way down to lower floors of time.
The stage where so many actors assumed
roles looks too small to have contained
historical acts in which codes were cracked
under the bombardment of soliloquies
delivered for one who was grievously
lost to us behind brilliance and shade.
by James Grabill
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Birds of Hope
by
J. E. Crum
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In Hell, Two Angels Appear
When the pot of water slips from your hands, still bubbling, the
noodles inside pliant and perfect, it hits your arm first, racing down
to your stomach, legs, hellbent on destruction, as you fall, palsied
muscles stuttering & frozen, into the pool of exploding, impossible,
white hot burning; calves, thighs, ass, your body is screaming,
begging for it to end; you can’t make a sound. Your body knows pain,
holds the memory of femurs snapped and turned, muscles torn and
lengthened, but nothing to flesh being melted apart.
They call it “The Tank”.
Maybe it’s the stark white walls and the fluorescent lights and your
body on display as you lie on a cold metal table reminiscent of a
gurney in a morgue, perhaps you are the dead body now, or the body
you once had is dead, and you wonder if you’ll receive a new one in
return. Will it be shiny & new, washed clean in these daily baths of all
its scars & shame & burnt flesh, or even in rebirth will it be broken all
the same?
At three in the morning as you loiter in the fog of panic and pain, you
meet the tank for the first time in shadow, a façade of soft edges hiding
its unyielding gaze. You fight to keep the tears inside, to answer the
doctors’ questions with a smile instead of a scream. This is nothing,
you tell yourself. You’re very lucky, they tell you, to not have splashed
water down your chest, as they take your clothing and strip you bare,
plaster limbs you no longer own, talk of keloid scars and skin grafts.
Hands all over you, touching, not asking, once more at the discretion
of men, and you tell yourself to breathe breathe breathe. You kept
your chest, becomes your mantra, you kept your chest, you kept your
chest, at least at least at least. They shoot you up with pain meds but
it’s not enough, leaving you shaking, please, as if in a dream, as they
approach the side of your metal coffin with a hose. You don’t see the
brush until it’s too late. You try to pull your arm away, you forget
your arm doesn’t belong to you anymore, begging, dignity stripped
with your skin, as they debride and clean. That’s when you see it, so
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nauseous you think you might be sick, see the blistering, bubbling,
brokenness, oozing all up your arm. Please, God, not your arm. He
already took your legs, He can do anything He wants to your legs, but
please, not - you know this is your fault, you know you did this to
yourself, somehow, you shouldn’t have been so stubborn and just
asked for help with the pot, you brought this on myself, somehow,
you know that –
You can’t breathe, you’re choking, drowning,
it’s too much, your entire body is on fire.
You have to go into The Tank every morning.
Most days you vomit after.
There are two nurses, who start to take you. They brush your body
gently, wash your hair and brush your teeth and bandage you tight
and sing and dance to Caribbean music. They talk about going on a
cruise. They tuck you in with two blankets and say, ‘let us take care of
you’. When the doctor examines you, his eyes trained high on your
thigh, they tuck your gown around you and make sure you’re covered
up.
They tell you it’s not your fault. They tell you that you’re brave.
When you can’t keep the tears in, they pause, remind you to
breathe, and rub your hand. They’re the only medical staff who
ever do.
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On the day you decide to sing along, their faces beam, laughter and
song cutting through the haze and the pain.
Without them, you wouldn’t have walked out the door.

They steal your outpatient visits from the other nurses: only they
know how to do the wrapping. They’re right.

They give you a hug as you leave for the last time –

You still think about them, in that sterile room, deciding to dance,
unapologetic in their loud laughter. A treatment as healing as
Silvadene, a burst of soothing cool whose gentle reminder softens the
remaining ache.

by Abbey Joan Burgess
(FINALIST – The William Carlos Williams Prize for Poetry)
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Rare Bird in The Garden
by
Ann-Marie Brown
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Faith
I fell in love first with her fingers.
Long, elegant, and endlessly enchanting, those fingers could’ve
belonged to a concert pianist.
They catch the sunlight mid gesticulation, just as a painter sweeps
their brush effortlessly across a canvas.
As if sunlight is her paint of choice.
I fell in love listening to her talk about Dante, about Catholicism,
about God, wondering if he’s out there listening. She chooses to
speak to him anyways. She chooses to believe, balancing
precariously on the string of faith. She is far braver than I'll ever be.
If she is my Savior, then perhaps I am Lucifer, falling down, down,
down, down.
I fall in love with her lying splayed across my bed, a bottle of wine in
one hand, as if she belongs there, just as much as I want her to. She
might belong there more than I do, the lines of her body soft and
relaxed, imprinted on the wrinkled sheets, her face lit up like
Christmas come early as she online shops for shoes.
I never join her, an invisible line drawn between us that we never
cross.
And yet. I discover the memory of her scent trapped in the crease of
my pillow, burning against my cheek as I chafe against the fabric,
dizzy and desperate for the ghost of her touch.
I fall in love completely with her eyes. How they crinkle when she
laughs, how they close just slightly when she’s concentrating, and
how she patiently chips away every single part of me, even the
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pieces I try to tuck away. She looks at me in a way that says, I see
you.
Every time I try to run away, she runs after me.
She holds my bandaged forearm in her hand, tequila’s poor excuse
for release from the suffocating white noise.
She runs her thumb underneath those self-inflicted, angry seams
of self, whispering “you were curious. you won’t do it again.”
Her eyes seek mine. Hold me, still. Completely and utterly seen,
stripped naked, under her gaze.
I want. To plunder her mouth with my tongue, to discover what she
tastes of, to give her impossible pleasures. To temper the tang of her
sweat with the touch of my lips.
I don’t know if two broken puzzle pieces can fit together, but in that
moment, it felt possible.
Even if now I churn with the ache of knowing it could not be: two
people running, too terrified to run towards.
Even if I would give it all back, every stolen moment, to see her
unguarded eyes blaze into mine. Left with only shattered pieces to
hold. The knowledge that the choice to love, even to love despite, is
to brush something almost holy.

by Abbey Joan Burgess
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Cold Crossing Quebec Border
by
Ann-Marie Brown
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Ripples
Are we held accountable for our “ifs”?
The losses tallied,
the hurt accounted for –
Are we judged for the choices we didn’t make – or the one just before,
the one that unknowingly led to –
What if I hadn’t –
If only –
If I could just –
If
If
If.
A percussion of regret at our unswervingly linear destinies, at the lack
of multiplicities inside of our particular universe.
If I hadn’t drank that night –
Does that mean I asked for it? Does that mean he did?
My dad says
Some people are too much of a burden to be loved.
I know he doesn’t mean me – his daughter with CP –
We are all the ages we’ve ever been, my professor told me
once. I didn’t believe her then. But I can see my dad at nine
years old, staring at me with the eyes
That took in his brother screaming, swearing, ordering
him to walk to the liquor store, Walk because he
couldn’t
Where the men behind the counter felt bad enough about ‘the
accident’ to serve a nine year old. Where my uncle Ed would
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rather drink himself into oblivion, then
Over living his new life, stuck, as a quadriplegic.
I never realized the ripple effects, the pain I caused, my uncle says,
Sober now, drowning only in sorrows.
‘Don’t do the dishes’, my dad says, to me. ‘You just make more work for
everyone else. I’ll do it. I’ll do it.’ Mom’s hair turned white while I was
in the hospital; Ed tells me – Disguised by darkness graveyard
orderlies beat the patients unable to control their bladders in the
interminable wait for night to turn to morning.
It’s my fault, he says
If I hadn’t been drinking –
I find it ironic that Edward is the name of an apostle – the voice of
Christ’s rejection – for it is not We the Crippled who were rejected,
we the broken, tossed down the mighty pulpit, left to collect
ourselves from the dirt.
It’s better to let some things lie, my dad says. It’s in the past, my dad
says.
If I hadn’t –
My father, who checks each crevice and crack
in my brother’s room every day, Trying,
If I hadn’t been drinking –
Powerless,
To stop his son from succumbing to alcohol. Wishing he
could take back that first drink. If only –

by Abbey Joan Burgess
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Cold Crossing Moving Target
by
Ann-Marie Brown
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First Steps
How could she be shy
in that field of scarlet poppies
their centers glowing?
Even other galaxies gathered
to applaud her hesitant steps
her timorous stance
her drawn-in shoulders
against that sky made verdigris
by day’s closing.
Hills saw what she could do
her phantom arms outstretched
like swans’ necks
sacral chakra ready
to pulse its luscious orange
edges of her skirt blowing
if only she would allow wind
to breathe.
She stood for hours.
Then as the bouquet of stars began
to land around her—
a petal-spark here a molten-stem there
she stretched out a foot
then an arm
rolled her neck
bent her knees
twisted torso
and leapt.
Poppies sang with their black tongues
stars bloomed into a miasma
of swelter and ardor.
Hills cried Encore Encore
as she effloresced into plasma
and sinew and gasp
and shrieking comet nucleus
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coma tail.
Her dance—a monsoon
of word and stride and stain
stirred that field
into symphony.
by Taunja Thompson
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Katrin in a Field of Flowers
by
Christopher Paul Brown
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La Fuerza
Tiger stalks toward you
anger in his sloe eyes
in the curl of his tongue
in his lashing tail—
a sea snake writhing
in air ready
for a victim.
Yet you wear a suit
of blue lightning
barbed quarter moon
inky stars
& with one mighty
leap you crouch
on his striped spine
flute in hand
& play sunflowers & fly
agaric & liana
into being
sow purple petals
& red pandas
& chital deer
with spots
like marbles.
He ceases to recognize
this landscape
once scarred
but now burning
with beaver finch canticle
onion grass bee balm
& moonbow minarets
calling his name
your name.

by Taunja Thompson
~inspired by Paula Duro’s “La Fuerza”
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Plunge
Winter lives in the body sheer & shivering
with vague hills & icicle-sharpened eaves.
Yet orange lives here as well thick & warm
with pine-topped mesas & sun-cast feathers.
A blue silk sky embroidered with shocks of clouds
careens into stratosphere there finds a willing partner
& sways to solar winds. Brimstone butterflies
& alligator lizards scurry back & forth back & forth
livening sinews of heart. Trumpet vines wind & waltz
lantana laughs in afternoon’s blaze papaya juice
slides down throat. All this brilliance gods & bees
sea & skin ache & iris sunset & elk
all this sprawls in our center waiting for us
to plunge gulp gyrate glide
lurch in the pitch of tangerinespangled self.
by Taunja Thompson

~inspired by the art of Anna Baibakova
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Texture of Our Loss
by
Ann-Marie Brown
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up/down
but when summer rolled up
our shoulders and pores lightened and gasped
and sweat under shirts made of cotton began
as we hopped over ponds
bred star jasmine to bloom
out of sternum and ribcage and lungs
foaled into treachery
we buried our treasure deep
with no x-marks to call the corruptors
who dig up and spoil
and crater our youth
in search of their body-weight gold
so: let’s get high under bridges
share kisses swap hands
be beacons for moths
and with careworn defiance
of air turned oppressive
we’ll survive summer’s collapse
by Henry Sturm
(FINALIST – The William Carlos Williams Prize for Poetry)
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Love and Water
Thinking the future
far ahead of now,
Boy runs low on meteorites;
can’t shower strangers unexplored
with visions of dirt and coffins
yielding to gravity, like
a bucket brigade turned inward
to promise everyone a taste of water.
The undertow erases the memory
of Boy’s sore and sandy feet;
stand too long and get drowned
leave too soon and be misplaced.
Mud, and seaweed
the color of mud, cascade
between children in grainy Texas coves;
dusk on the Gulf
paints their skin and
turns fables into histories.
The fruit when eaten can create
bridges out toward dawn, but
left to rot will pit a heart-line hollow.
Boy’ll grow up to cherish
the honest work
hiding in his hands,
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sun-seeking under canopies
berried with cicadas
buzzing to the limits of deafness.
Hands eat the shovel eats the soil,
making a box to swallow Boy.
Don’t cry, look up at the light:
you’re falling to Earth,
you’re falling from Earth,
go on, climb out of the dirt.
by Henry Sturm
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Desi in Her Mother’s Dress
by
Ann-Marie Brown
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A Dandy’s White Rose
by
Matina Vossou
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Grandad
“I don't have any conversation left.”
Nor should you, shut your eyes,
close your eyes, I'll turn off the lights
and again my heart throbs
of painful life.
He was human
like the rest of us.
Weren’t there supposed to be
better men and women
to take us to the stars?
Where children no longer guard
the butterflies in their bellies
because they are cracked wide
open with wisdom.
I see the venous path:
days of hunger,
why you are tired,
why you’ve always been scared of the sun.
And I think, when it comes,
that you will lead us to the stars.
But please don't go yet,
I miss you
already.
I never could end things
well.
by Henry Sturm
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Study in Abstraction
by
Steve Tutino
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filter fed
You were baptized not far
downstream from the place
we’ll go hunting mussels.
You hunt them all year
if you can stand the cold.
I learned watching big sisters
and cousins climb out of the creek,
their mesh bags full
of creatures knocking
against each other, against
the backs of wet knees.
The things mussels do
are finished when you dredge them
up, but you can always
think about the ones you’ve left
behind: encasing blobby
souls in calcite, sifting silt
and grit and algal populations
out, the scum and detritus, the leaf meal.
They take a thingness struggling
downstream and scumble the nacre
for their clung-closed beds
by ridge, by digested
rote. They breathe creekwater
clean enough for water pennies.
You’ll have to will the sensitivities
of palm and fingerpad back
up your arms to get at them
through the plushing mud.
Careful of open beaks that purl
meniscus fluting on the surface
of the stream, we’ll lean
down to wet our ears, the sides
of our faces, with the silt-alerted creek,
and pull. We’ll drag like looking
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for bodies (which we are) and, when
we find them, straighten and swish mucket,
spike, or heelsplitter clean to run
releasing fingertips over the grain.
Identify endangered species,
throw them back. It’s harder
than you think, telling
round pigtoe from rough.
In the end, when we have enough,
we’ll cook our catch on a rock
beside the fire: steaming
them in their own juices, scraping
every morsel from the shells.

by Laura Schaffer
(FINALIST – The William Carlos Williams Prize for Poetry)
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Persephone
by
James Redfern
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Intermittent Chaos
by
Steve Tutino
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Myotis
Foliate echoes mount, mean resistance, mass:
a shriek-breaking barrier wall I read as an animate dark
in the folds of my face. My funnel ears make
sense of shapes in the bounce of bounded waves
as rock and shell and bark go teeming, too,
down furred sides and affectionate, fingerbone wings.
I hone to the chitinous shout. Crunch the wing
beat from a space chanting mass
back to me - gulp the limb-tangled flash! While pith skims to
surface, the words flesh me in indirect dark,
spelling me back to my kin, who hear enough to wave
inside the pattern - swerve - clutch slopes of their own making.
Behind shrill silhouettes, the shapes we make
slide in their shivers, shingles, plates wingstuttered in seraphic pairs. Playing between, I slip the taut wave
of gazing, like a net, and riddle myself in the many aimed angles of mass
cast back. Speed makes a guess of me down the dark
to anyone speaking, tumbling, time-broken, too.
Insisting is the reel of us: tricks the brain in building two
of one and three of two and all shifted sly of the axis we make
in our brittle ribs. I play my sisters down the sky, the mountain box dark
with its sediment sides. Our linings hum, wing to wing,
and each dodge loose of rock recalls the huddled muteness massed
so softly, cave-settled selves completing the daylight dark in waves.
Because we keep it. Sleeping, dip bodies well in waves
of it, stirring ourselves like leaves. The soak to
our bones wreathes each synapse, echoing until stone shrugs the mass
back down to night and shoulders over us stars. Scatter! We remake
the universe in those few, dense seconds of space when wings
uncurl to separateness. Shovel new lines in the wet sand dark.
My slight, fierce, furrowed, smattering self, that rolled-in-the-dark
me, swings under and under the song-deciphered shapes like backlit waves.
I stir the particulate. In thrum, me, my stealthy breathing, my wings,
shout the discernible forms as we skirl to
tuned bodies our knowing of foreknown shapes, make
ring acute contours of prey - their flare is a nerve-bright mass.
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Someway - how is it - we create them from dark: the image, mass,
this matched totality? While the waves voice me, find me, making
the shapes of wings, own eyes, lit sounds of the self, sing their evidence, too?

by Laura Schaffer
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African Nouveau
by
Tamo Noonan
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225 Snag Mtn Rd
Before the cold could steel in the phloem
sieves of our paneled walls, we watched the grain
beading, its gummy saps like roe. And now,
with us gone, with the water switched
off and pipes drained, the sills go cold
as glass, clamped to measuring
the parallels and perpendiculars
and hours till spring. The cabin
sits empty all winter.
And though rooms try
for a few days, keeping
to familiar semiotics, soon
the Moss prints, bird feeders,
and ceramic frogs start losing the threads
of object conversations. Everything
sets. Scraping the pebbled glacier edge
of place against the world, every
thing seizes shut the way it will
another year when the cabin may
or may not stand or still hold
puzzles and heirloom quilts and
framed crayon drawings
of fish and Abraham Lincoln.
Only the mildew grows without
us, incensing the air with its delicious
must and lung-foundering spores.
I love being first to catch
spring and walk in, breathing
the decay, counting on the edges
of photographs and reupholstered chairs.
Blinds raise, windows unstick,
and the cabin breathes, too, while I
lug porch furniture back outside and feel
for the loamy cold of unaired sheets.
by Laura Schaffer
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Subconscious Impressions
by
Diamante Lavendar
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The American New World
Our ship of state was built without an anchor
To sail the open seas towards destinations without count
Always moving
Until one day it ran aground
Breaching open its hull
Foul stench spilling out from the pigs and chickens
Breathing circulated air until it was all they knew
All they craved
As fresh as the crisp air of dawn in a stand of trees
This new air seemed putrid
A poisoned land to be tamed
Lassoed into peace with a noose-like rope
Fertilized dry soil fed blood and bones
Bloating on this great bounty
For the production of great grains and bovines
As far as the eye can see
The cities were founded upon river ways
To better carry the message
Of land, bread and God
United in purpose
With extermination and fear
Inside spade-shaped back pockets
Next to rocks for throwing
Jagged and accomplished
A response of violence for each situation
A wondrous people have come to be
Created from barnyard boot scrapings
Wealthy merchants and mercenaries
Determined to decorate their homes
With scalps and stories
The last currency in their purse of culture
Destitute
Having spent the last thirty pieces of silver
On pleasure and feasting
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Where the torch lights burnt all night
Beside grass roofed houses
by Luke Young
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Had To Let it Go
by
Tamo Noonan
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Sweet Centered Nectar
Dandelion consciousness spread out over his untreated fields
The pestilence in his mind stronger than the bottles
Proclaiming the death of the insect gods and unwanted plants
Wilting without water
Striving to survive under heavy boots
Kicking rocks
Into miniature dust storms
Settling like ash
Over all in his kingdom
by Luke Young
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Self-portrait 1995
by
James Redfern
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Self-portrait 1990
by
James Redfern
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Untitled
by
Steve Tutino
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It Went Viral
The counterculture is an infomercial on late night television
An ad flashed during a video game played through a phone
Selling individuality at the low cost of a credit card agreement
Tailored to connect
That ever searching mind into a greater beyond
One religion used so well for so many centuries
Before merging into the corporate fetus
Never aborted by back alley coat hangers
Growing ever stronger, ever more insidious
Studying us like a virus
Conducting comparative testing
To fine hone their ideas
Thoroughly
Until we never again noticed they weren’t ours to begin with
by Luke Young
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Shop ‘Til You Drop
by
Tamo Noonan
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Foggy Notion/All Night Long
dear L,
if we made the store i don’t remember, in my ears it’s junior k playing
all night long and the sound of your popping hands and prancing feet
moving through the unbearable sun, we’re not in the car driving 99 or
5 or highway 1 which you caved in because your fucking smile cracks
the world whenever god isn’t looking, we’re crossing avenue g to
armadillo music or maybe it’s north albania street, outside mississippi
records, your boots moving too quick for me to lick though my
tongue’s still wet and gritty from the pavement, it couldn’t’ve been
daybreak in seattle because no new morning came after you
intercepted the message bob left for me at the hotel desk about the
madness of becoming what i was never meant to be, just that hard
portland rain falling on me through the davis sun lit by your perfect
brown skin like the weather can’t make up its mind because the
atmosphere is just the air you breathe, that sun red like it gets on
avenue g when paul has scored some dead person’s records, dock
boggs and geeshie 78s, he’s holding them for us, better hurry, you say,
i’m falling behind you in the sunrain turning to fog, you in your black
neil young shirt like a bruise in the light, your piercing heels and
punching hands pulsing like junior’s guitar repeating your name,
remembering how you said call me cali because of those sticks you use
for drums when you’re being meg but really you’re jack thrashing my
skin like it’s yours to stretch and beat and tear in the name of all that
is holy which is only music and love, in the street’s gathering storm I
make out your churning hips irresistible like lion’s jaws crunching my
bones, i’m the dust on your lips, these different weather fronts
converging like jack on the turntable in your room, love interruption
was playing, the needle bouncing against the label as you jeer, is that
all you got, your neighbor pounding the walls, you saying do it harder,
her screaming I’m calling the cops, you saying fuck that bitch, flip it
over and turn it up, don’t play lay lady lay cuz i fucking hate that song,
i can’t move, i’m stuck on the street inside the rain and your prismatic
sun turning the foggy sky purple all around me like jimi’s resurrection,
each raindrop illuminated with your hard face my tears falling up
toward your hidden sun, cascading thunder shatters every working
clock which is just you cracking your hand so hard and metrical as you
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walk while i’m trying to make it to paul because some person died to
give me their records, i can’t get there through the purple rain, i’m
inside you begging for mercy punching that pillow you put over your
face to cover my weakness, sobbing because i love you despite
everything you’d have me do, praying that lou’s over in the corner
looking out for me since i have all his records, save me, lou, read my
lips if you can, but your laugh dissembling joy is a shield, he can’t get
past it to change the record and neither can i, your perfect face my
broken mirror screaming is that all you got, put the record on again,
asshole, and fuck me to death, your clapping hands so rhythmic and
loud on this street we’ve crossed so many times in so many different
cities you’d think i’d know where i am, hostages have no home
address, inside the frozen traffic i don’t see the heads turning to stare
at my arm raised high like a man drowning in the rain bleeding that
shade of purple that’s just the fog and you singing with jack that love
is blindness and pain another word for faith, your fist tight like your
velvet vagina hitting your palm, it’s junior’s record revolving in some
safe room i can no longer occupy, punch-punch-punching, the only
sound i’ll ever know now, sorry paul, give the 78s to someone else, i
don’t deserve them, oh fuck me i’d trade this foggy world to be at light
in the attic in seattle, prince lives on their walls and i don’t want to die
for you again, the doves are howling, heaving in my chest because my
hands grip your throat the way you like, your bottomless brown eyes
somehow cooing love is drowning in a deep well, babe, if you don’t do
it, some other guy will, in the corner lou’s found a record, he brought
his own turntable, it’s playing walk on by, if i could hear dionne over
jack maybe i’d get off my knees on this street which is just your name,
i can’t take it anymore, i ask why must you hit yourself as you walk, for
once you hear me, you turn and smile yes you smile, cuz i feel like
hittin someone, your laugh a giggle, saying i can have you arrested for
this shit so you better do it right, commanding harder harder harder as
i careen again through the crack of your world-destroying smile, it’s
the last light I see, everything’s blacking out, i can’t feel the rain
anymore or see your sun rimmed round by this purple fog that’s not
from jimi or prince, your heightened breathing the words you’re
gasping, i wanna hit someone, babe, so they’ll hit me back, the rain my
tears streaming into your laughing mouth and my quivering arm
upraised in this chilling purple, which is the color your eye-sockets
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take before they bruise to black, because i’m the one you chose, i’m
the fucking one with the foggy notion i’m going to do it again, all night
long, over in the corner lou praying for my soul in this night that never
ends.
by Parrish
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History of Civilization
by
Ronald Walker
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Rats
This town
is over run,
they're swimming in the bins,
dancing in the trees,
napping in the gutters
under leaves
on pillows of discarded news,
in street washing machines
and pavement settees.
The place is alive
with the movement
of eyes
watching us all
throw away our lives
in forgotten black bags
of unnecessary necessities.
They're locked in our roofs
and our pantries,
beating on the cans,
scratching at the tins,
sampling the best
of our leftover sins
and observing the games,
the interconnected ways
we bite
each others hands
and compete
to over run this town
for tiny gains;
undeserved wins
in the street fighting pits
of our own
filthy lives.
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Hunger
placated
with hunting knives
and boots
a top the corpses
of those
we left
behind.
by Dave Cullern
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The Mad Dancer
by
Keith Edwards
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Fucking Do Gooders
When I was younger
a lot of people used the term
“do gooder”
as an insult,
it was a right good burn, trust me,
and they saved it
for their biggest enemies.
To do good
was about the worst thing
you could do back then,
even worse than being
one of those salesmen
who ripped everyone’s nan off
with time shares and Hoovers
Bob Geldoff probably got it the most
but I can see why
(Midge got off scot free
as far as I can tell)
Sometimes,
I wonder
if this could be
the whole reason
we're in all the mess
we're in right now
Like,
I wonder sometimes
if people have changed that much,
or whether they still sit
watching the news,
eyes slim,
bodies clenched
whispering
“fucking do gooder”
into their favourite arm chair
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or their ballot sheet
or other peoples facebook page
I'm sure they must,
what with all that
fucking mess we're in
But the kids
love doing good
and proudly telling everyone about it,
they seem to always be
cleaning beaches
and voting wisely
and cutting their hair for charity
and they sing from the rooftops about it,
well, they post it online anyway,
so maybe the world's changing
into a world of fucking do gooders.
Let’s fucking hope.
by Dave Cullern
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LA Traffic
by
Keith Edwards
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Ghosts In The Rearview
In two
or three
generations
all they'll remember
is your name
(or maybe with fame
it might be four
but probably no more)
they may still
hold the heirloom
you carefully
left behind
but without context
or thought
it'll no longer
be yours
you may still
play a character
in stories
handed down
but your likeness
will be renewed
through the fog
of each generation
your actions
will be viewed
through sickly sweet fantasy
or horror story fears
and all you hold dear
will be replaced
by a patsy
created in an uncertain future
that's no longer yours
by Dave Cullern
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History of Civilization
by
Ronald Walker
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Palma de Mallorca
Don Quixote statuettes
in every shop
Sancho Panza
Not forgotten
The hotels near the water
Remind me of University
Buildings in Bridgeport
On Long Island Sound
Under the Yum Yum Tree
Is playing at the English cinema
A taxi ride on a road lined
With windmills is contrasted
By a gaudy carnival
Of barrooms on
the other side
Driver has a shark tattoo
On his exposed bicep
A naked woman aboard
Only American car so far
Is a 1956 Ford I point out
To the hack who says
he owns two
I meet a shipmate at a bus
Stop who claims
He’s a Conscientious Objector
He’s fishing for a discharge
We hitchhike
A Russian picks us up
No Soviet he vows
As we pass a tall, beautiful
Woman I think of Quixote
And his love for Dulcinea
I recall the windmill route
No breeze to spin its wings
And none now either
To fan her hair
Luxurious and dark
A silly cloud tilts a lance
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Of sun and makes a fool
Of itself trying.
by Thomas M. McDade
(Previously published in “Poetica Review”.)
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sunny day at the beach
by
Lawrence Barrett
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Enticement of The Masses
by
Ronald Walker
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Perhaps a Drunk One
I hold back a chuckle
When the assistant pro tells me
Just one bag allowed a caddy
Spreading out the wealth, you see.
Yeah the ten bucks for doubles
A gold ingot for sure.
I win a skimpy
Canvas bag I carry
For a woman who has me
Convinced I’m invisible and
That condition allows privy
To her bragging to her pal
Who pulls around her set
Of clubs on a handy little cart.
About how she transformed
her hubby -- owned just one
sports jacket and two pairs
of slacks when they met.
Now thanks to her he has
A splendid wardrobe.
I picture her in a men’s shop
Buying him silk skivvies.
She yaps on about a phone call
To the Pentagon to make sure
Her son would be draft exempt
After his Peace Corps tour.
Don’t get me wrong, anti-war
Myself although I start
To gauge the weight
Of her bag and clubs
Against the memory
Of my plugged boot camp M-1.
But instead, I recall my dogs
Planted on a shore duty desk
While perusing the latest
Gentlemen’s Quarterly
Full of autumn fashions
No sailor I knew would ever
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Use the word splendid on.
I chuckle and she glares
Up from her putt.
by Thomas M. McDade
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The Bunny Trail 2
by
Ronald Walker
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american pastoral
by
Lawrence Barrett
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Face or Faces
I liked
Eleanor’s
Practice:
Toting
Favorite
Photos in five
& dime frames
With her when
Travelling
I imagine another
Soul picking up
That habit and
Occasionally
Leaving one
Behind in
A hotel room
Say someone
Old with no kin
Taking a chance
On a housekeeper
Keeping the face
Or faces for
A souvenir and
Squinting to
Unscramble
Writing on
A corner
Even tossed
In trash still
Hope in
Sharp eyes
Of bulldozer
Drivers at
A landfill
by Thomas M. McDade
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Woman with Persimmon
by
Ashley Geiger
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1Ronan 2020
by
Tamo Noonan
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After work
When I get home I am
Ancient smoke. I am
Broken bones. I am
A magician's watch.
I have a drink and I am
My father's ghost. I am
A drunken spider. I am
An empty casket.
I lay on the bed and I am
The Mayan ruins. I am
A beached whale. I am
The devil's son in law.
My love touches me and she
Tunes my strings and she
Cuts my noose and she
Makes me rise and walk.
For Janice
by Mark Borczon
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Self Portrait with Bottle
by
James Redfern
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Quietly the Devil came
Quietly, the Devil came
to make deals with his tenants.
He favored the South
but cherished the Delta
—home of the blues—most of all.
His contracts shackled bloodlines
for generations.
Some believed they’d severed the deals;
they called that being saved.
A few claimed to sell their souls
to escape a life of misery.
Most fled, proving fatal to the Devil’s plan.
He held the tightest grip on those who stayed,
keeping them so entrenched in poverty
they choked on it.
Their spirits wandered for eternity,
souls tethered like vines in fields blanketing the land.
Dying in the Delta meant dying poor.
The only way out was to head north—
never turn back.
by Cynthia Le Monds
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Dream Mirror Radical Play
by
Christopher Paul Brown
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a dark and evil world1
the shaken soul of the Delta
is guarded by a trusty shooter
at the ready, well-armed, untrained
treading upturned ground
behind a chicken-wire fence
topped with twisted barbed wire, electrified
squatting along the freeline
tended brick homes, lawns manicured, unfenced,
will be scrubbed by house servants
a fortunate, yet unpaid class, chosen—
privileged not to work the fields, chicken & swine houses—
freedom inside these dark, evil walls
may it please the warden, guards, families they serve—still
serve masters of these domains across this vast void of delta
stripped of obligation, punishment keeps on taking
long after a man regrets his sins
long before the coming home
to civilized life again, perhaps—
a life frittered away—
you can’t give back time—
except redemption can be found in
the chapel the man in black built
threads snipped from wives and children,
moms and girlfriends, jobs and schools—but here
pasty-faced prison farm children are zoned
to a school a stretch of sixteen miles—to my hometown,
where black children outnumber white
and stand in a different line, on the opposite side, still and why—

1

“U.S. Judge, Scoring Conditions, Bids Arkansas Reform Prisons,” The New York Times,
February 19, 1970,
https://www.nytimes.com/1970/02/19/archives/us-judge-scoring-conditions-bidsarkansas-reform-prisons.html
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the hoes of do-pops and rankers sling ten hours
six days a week, beneath a biscuit-burning sky
ten long hours with no shoes on rotting earth
beneath this goddamn biscuit-burning sky
no pay, jose, heckles the trusty, mounted on horseback,
to the newbie rankers, time to hawk blood
for cigarettes and soap and hope the tainted
needle won’t carry tainted blood—across the globe
upon descension of darkness
when it’s darker than dark ever was,
as the randy teens of free prison farm staff
sow their oats—smoking weed, guzzling beer, fucking in the fields
—the haunted fields with buried bones still—
trusties crawl and creep, roaming the night
as the rankers rest, waiting, waiting—the smell
of ass blowing through vents, then
a slit throat, a ruptured anus
shit happens every night
purchased in 1902 at a steal,
sixteen-thousand acres, a marriage of two splendors,
of Cummins and Maple Grove plantations,
haunted by shackled ghosts, wandering, hollering, weeping still—
human bones unearthed in 1968, exposing
the examination room, a torture chamber
its doctor chief tormentor, unleashing two hundred shackled ghosts
to tread furrowed earth that yielded
an abundance of cotton, corn, rice
for purchase, consumption, digestion—from
sea to shining sea; freedom did not ring
dark decades of strangling black men
sizzling their genitalia while calling home
with a pioneering telephone borrowed by Nazis
for their own concentration camps
—once home to death row, its chamber of execution still at the ready
awaiting by chance, forty-seven miles away, Tucker will send
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fox-venomed sheeple gather at the polls
to protect and reinstall powers tough on crime
it’s hard work keeping this machine oiled,
this enterprise intact, on this dark,
furrowed earth where cotton, corn, rice
are harvested for purchase, consumption, digestion
along the freeline, free mothers load free children
into hand-scrubbed automobiles and haul them
along the dusty road to catch the bus
that will take them to the schoolhouse
in my hometown, where two will raise the flag,
chests will swell as the rest will sing—they will sing
from sea to shining sea, let freedom ring!
by Cynthia Le Monds
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Ultimate Wiring Harness
by
Matthew Granger
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In Search of the Light...
by
Martina Tichá Kratochvílová
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Heavy
heavy like a brick,
heavy as marble
over my chest a hand,
an atmosphere and
I am lost again,
twitching under asphalt
heavy like fuel,
drowned gods seared
off piece by
piece, smooth fillets
gleaned from sea,
preserved underwater
heavy like time, fire
under stubborn eyelids
sleep for days, dull
dreams for lifetimes
one always leaving,
one always left alone
heavy, these doorways,
my wood-splintered
hands, sinews to
pop, cries to follow
I walk these thin hallways,
heartless and freezing
heavy as blood,
chewing drowned gods
under nightmares and
silent rain
the wind carries still,
no flavor of oxygen,
wings too heavy to fly

by Tanya Rakh
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Owed to Joey
by
James Redfern
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Garlic Growing in Pots
garlic is growing in terracotta pots
sprouting up to five or six inches now.
the soil is still visibly moist from the rain.
I didn’t water them today.
thin sapling grass blades are coming up
among the towering garlic greens.
the sun is going down,
leaving now long purple shadows.
the golden yellow sun glitter
shakes one last shimmy.
the garlic growing in the pots
reclines from the sun and readies for bed.
so much depends upon
garlic growing in terracotta pots.
by James Redfern
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Madness
by
Monique Harris
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Deep Into the Night
Years ago when I was small,
My father, every other night or so,
Thinking everyone asleep
Would sneak out of the house
And climb into his motorboat,
A leaky wreck that wreaked of oil;
He’d rip the cord and run full bore,
Drive it deep into the night.
He’d push that boat beyond its limit,
Running rampant on the sea,
Looking for a storm,
Longing for the chaos in it:
Tornados on the waves,
Thrashing water twisters.
He’d head straight toward the breakers,
Lightning popping all around,
Inspired by the thunder,
Blinded by the rain,
Spat upon by angry waves,
Shoved aside by the vulgar swells;
He’d ride as far as he could go,
Hardly able to steer that boat,
Just about to fall apart
But he simply didn’t care:
Bottle in hand, he’d tip it back,
Drink it in, shriek and moan
Like a man gone mad,
Feeling what he needed to feel,
Barely coming home alive.
*
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Years ago when I was small,
My mother, every other night or so,
Thinking everyone asleep
Would fill herself with Tanqueray
And sneak out of the house,
Walk up to the highway,
Slip between the speeding cars
And walk the double yellow,
Heel to toe, unsteady along the center line.
A thousand drivers, unsuspecting,
Sped toward her on either side;
They’d pass within a breath of her:
Bottle in her left hand,
Leopard handbag in her right;
Drivers doing 80
Veered over if they saw her
And miss her by an inch;
Honking horns and epithets:
If she heard, she couldn’t care less,
Feeling what she needed to feel,
High wire act on solid ground,
Suborning death with ambivalence,
Always lucky to get arrested;
Sometimes the cops would bring her home.
*
They are long gone, those two:
They have left me to myself
And I miss them terribly,
As terrible as that may sound,
Which is why, at times,
When I can’t sleep
(Every other night or so),
I turn on the light
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And sit at my desk,
Place sheets of paper
In front of me,
Lift my pen and write,
Compelled by rabid need
And longing without end:
Countless poems, countless lines,
Countless pages in a pile,
Countless hours as the hours add up,
Deep into the night.
by Walter Weinschenk
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Blue Hair
by
Gerburg Garmann
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Sorry, Family Only
It was Christmas time at the Stone house,
the tree was up, green and red lights hung throughout
the house, and my Foster parents had family over
celebrating like families do.
Except I was only sort of family.
I was their foster child,
and I listened to Minor Threat records,
smoked weed after school,
and wore ripped black jeans and denim vests.
It was time to take a family picture so
I went to find my place in the photograph.
That was when I heard Stone,
the “father,” say,
“sorry Clay, this is for family only.”
My heart sunk like ice cubes
in the juice cocktails.
I realized I didn’t have a family.
by Clay Hunt
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Untitled Radical Play
by
Christopher Paul Brown
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Persistent Thoughts...
by
Martina Tichá Kratochvílová
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The MSG Room
New York City, San Francisco,
maybe '75? Some city from a past
relationship. We're having dinner
at a Chinese restaurant. Our waiter
sees me fanning myself, my face
is flushed, I'm removing a scarf,
talking about going to the hospital.
He approaches, Miss? You have
MSG, it makes you sick. Come.
He takes me by the elbow
to a back room, folded tables
leaning against the walls, a dim
lightbulb. Boxes piled up. One table
is set up with a white tablecloth.
I am to lie down there. Whomever
I'm dining with, wherever I am,
the waiter gives me a tablecloth
for a blanket and leaves me alone.
by Mary MacGowan
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C-Age Grief
by
Matina Vossou
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SPOTTED, SEVERAL SOCIALLY ECUMENICAL-LESS LAND MASSES
An island for part of the day
until the tide remembers.
Gradual kudos like nudes in the sand,
European sensibilities more
subtractive than inhibitive.
Cork soled tennis shoes
will simply float away.
A felicitous walk to the market.
Out of wine, we should
have bought a case.
Not at these prices
too sweet and terminological.
by Colin James
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Rebel Heart
by
Steve Tutino
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Now the Days
Now the days run together
as children on a playground.
Now the days skip, unruly,
twirl their skirts
‘till night calls them home for dinner.
Now the days meet under a shade tree
and talk of tomorrow
when they will wear hats they’ve chosen—
a poet, an astronaut, an actress.
Their arms and hands perform grand gestures
in the air as they describe places—warm,
no winter, palm trees, beaches,
and mountains
bigger than you can imagine.
Can you just imagine?!
Aspen leaves thick and slick under feet
give way to a forest floor of pine needles.
Confident, the days step up—one rock
to the next. Faces pointed at the sun,
they pick shapes out of passing clouds—
the curve of a woman laying on her side,
a cat in an arched stretch, and look! The moon
visible at 3 in the afternoon.
Now the days spy shapeless formations.
Layers of dense grey gauze approach
and threaten to rearrange the scene—
herald a coming storm. Time
to head back. They pause there
and pinky-swear
to meet under the shade tree
again tomorrow.
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At home, screen doors slam behind them
as the first drops of rain start to fall.
Now the days grow long into years.
They forget about the hats, the tree,
what they’ve seen, and all the promises
hidden in their fingers

by Shyla Shehan
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History of Civilization
by
Ronald Walker
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Jet17 Head
by
Tamo Noonan
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A BAT IN MY HANDS
by Pamela Sumners
My name is Matthew but the family I grew up in calls me Bro, like we called
Paul Bubba and we call Naomi Nikki. Nobody ever called Sarah or Lauren
anything else. Father’s name is Ishmael, and his brothers and sisters all call
him “Ish.” That’s weird to me, because he is not a squishy guy.
There are a lot of things we just don’t talk about any more than we talk about
why we have real names the family doesn’t use. We don’t talk about how
Mother blamed Father for Bubba walking off into the water off Timberlake
Drive or what happened to Mother. We don’t talk about Sarah, either.
I know it’s stupid to blame Father for all this, but I keep thinking if he didn’t
push people so hard. I can’t really see Bubba at seminary like Father wanted. I
could see him maybe doing something Kennedy said we should, or going to
school, getting to know some girls. He could’ve had scholarship offers rolling
in, big man on campus, with those Romeo eyes the girls swooned for. Mother
said he had “million dollar charm.” I don’t think he had much interest in being
a holy man no matter what Father wanted.
But he got mad at Father and drove down there to the lake. I don’t know
what somebody’s thinking to jump in that water in April. It doesn’t even
warm up before mid-June, earliest.
I blamed Father for Bubba drowning like Mother blamed him, even though I
know it wasn’t his fault, not really. It’s not like I think Father can control how
cold the water was, or how deep. I guess in those days we did think Father
controlled everything: how bright the moon was, Bubba’s cramps in the lake.
We all thought of him as God’s right-hand guy because he said he was.
I thought he’d get so much stricter with us after Bubba drowned, cling harder
to that old rugged cross and make us all bear it with him. But he just seemed
to give up, just presto! like the Big Hand flipped a switch. His preaching just
disappeared like that vanishing laurel tree he talked about at Bubba’s funeral.
We all knew it didn’t exist and we brushed off questions about it after the
service. Like Nikki said, it was just a parable. I didn’t personally think so, and
Father’s making it up made me mad. But “parable” was a thing to say to
people dropping off ham and beans and looking for that tree. They just
nodded like it made sense and was even sort of profound. Uncle Luke said it
was a little over the top, but what can you do. We’re Southerners, and
everything’s hyperbole, especially for the preachers, like Uncle Luke said.
We didn’t ask what Father did after the pulpit in him ran dry, but I’m pretty
sure he was running numbers. Uncle Luke and me talked about it once, when
I was grown, and Luke said Father had the biggest racket besides Memphis
and New Orleans. If I asked him, he wouldn’t of told me, or at most say he
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didn’t remember it or that was somebody else’s life. I remember that before
Mother went to The Place she had a lot more jewelry and some nice clothes
and Father was gone a lot. We had a lot more stuff, too. New cars all the
time. Mother got mad that Father wanted to take pictures of her in bathing
suits that matched the car colors but we have the pictures. Mother looks like
she could shove through the camera and kill somebody.
I can’t fault him, really. It’s like everybody says (when they’re not hell-firing
you, anyway), “Cast the first stone.” It seems to me that ever since Bubba
drowned Father was drowning, too, in something as mysterious to him as to
us. For somebody who made a life out of words once, he hoards them now.
It’s hard to draw a brick of conversation out of him about anything but
business or SEC football.
I don’t know. I don’t judge. I don’t like to talk a lot myself. Who can blame a
man, really? I can’t criticize somebody who’s been through all he has. I think
what I’d be like if I lost a favorite son—I always knew Bubba was his
favorite—and then I lost my money, my wife, and finally Sarah. It’s a little
Job-like. It'd be pretty self-righteous of me to fault him for not living by all
those things he preached when we were kids.
But you can’t help thinking. I know the aunts and uncles and cousins think
Ishmael and Beatrice’s brood are a little soap opera, too much drama. Right
down to my littlest sister, Lauren, who was born six months before Mother
went to The Place, after Bubba drowned. No one can decide if she’s suicidal,
a lesbian who is just sort of put off by families, or going to be a senator
someday if she stays in Chicago where that’s not a problem. I know they’ve
decided my three sisters are a loony, a lesbian “or something,” and a nun,
and they’re most comfortable with the nun. (Nikki’s not actually a nun. She’s
married with kids but she stayed religious, and that’s a big hit with the folks in
Harpersville.) They think I’m OK, though, just everybody’s average guy,
minding my manners and my own business. It works for me.
Since I do just mind my own business and get through the day, I don’t really
think much about my childhood unless I see my sisters, which is mainly at
family reunions down in the country and at funerals. I’ve never found it
profitable to dwell on the past. Funerals. I can’t even think about Father’s
funeral without thinking of Bubba’s funeral, and how nothing was ever
normal again.
It seemed like everything happened all at once, Mother cracking up and Sarah
starting to wear her make-up too thick. Father didn’t even bother to call her
names about it. I can’t say whether it was sudden or gradual because it just a
blur that became the shape of a problem one day that had to be fixed. You
know how it feels when the night falls early before a storm and just holds the
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suspense? You know something is coming, but until it hits, it’s just an anxious
stillness squatting on you?
For a week after the funeral Sarah wouldn’t talk to anyone, not even Mother
or Nikki. At supper she just shoved her peas around on the plate, making a
scraping sound that made Father bark. Just sat there tearing her napkin into
teeny little pieces, corralling them with her knife like she was going to eat the
paper instead of the peas. The only thing I remember her saying, other than a
simple yes or no, was one night at supper. She looked right at Father and
asked him about some superstition the Germans have. Something about
drowned souls not being able to haunt you because their fire had been put
out. Before Bubba died, if one of us had said something like that we’d have
been lectured about necromancy and blasphemy. But Father just looked
really tired and left the table. He took his cigarettes with him. He didn’t think
that was “a nasty habit” anymore.
It just got weird—stuff like Sarah taking her blanket into Bubba’s room and
locking the door. Father didn’t like it. You could see his head cocked
sometimes, listening for the click, and then just grimacing and looking down.
It bothered him when Sarah did that, like she was trying to make them both
lonely. And it did seem like Sarah did things on purpose to remind him. Little
things, like using phrases Bubba did. ”Well, ain’t you busy?” Or holding a glass
the way he held it, doing some weird two fingers and a thumb thing. She
didn’t make it easy on him, or any of us.
Mother just turned to cardboard, except for times like when Father ran
screaming out of their room with his ear bleeding. Mother was holding her
pinking shears screaming “Van Gogh! Van Gogh! Off with his ear!” It wasn’t
like Mother had never done anything weird before. When they brought
Lauren home from the hospital, she burned all their wedding pictures on the
stove. Then there was that time she tried to take Sarah and me out to the
lake in October and said we needed to teach Nikki to swim. She had us all in
our suits, but Bubba came home from a party and convinced Mother we
shouldn’t go anywhere in those ratty old suits where neighbors could see us.
Bubba dying just blew the lid off the full jar of crazy and it was out on parade
now, with no Bubba to contain it. I wasn’t old enough, and I wasn’t him. I
wasn’t the focus of everyone’s attention. Nobody expected me to lead
anything. I wasn’t Bubba. People noticed me when he was gone.
I felt guilty sometimes, like we played off of Bubba’s dying. We didn’t try to.
People just pitied us and were extra nice to us. Coach let me play more and I
guess there was something inside me that just wanted to break through and
get out and the only way I could do that was run. So I ran like a sonofabitch.
I was good that year after Bubba died, breaking out and going 10, 12 yards
most times I touched the ball. I was fearless and just gone—I’d run through
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you and then over you. Part of me thinks I did it to show Bubba I could,
because I was thicker and tougher, and to show Father the one time he came
to a game that I could be as good as Bubba. And that year I almost was, and
grittier. I was All-Conference, and some people thought I might be All-State
next fall.
A few of the girls who used to hang around by Bubba’s locker started looking
for me. I never really meant to get sympathy or girls that way. I’m not
belittling the girls, and I’m not apologizing, either. I knew everybody wished I
was Bubba instead of me, and knowing that kind of took the fun out of the
popularity when it was over with a girl. I was second-string while he was here,
because with him in deep space on the field, no one needed a running game.
Without him, the team needed me. So I wound up in back seats with girls he
never looked at twice. I even made out with a cheerleader in Mother’s Riviera
that Bubba took out to the lake that night. I still felt like I was second-string.
Before people started talking about Sarah, she was the only girl on
Homecoming Court who wasn’t a cheerleader, just as a freshman. She’d
grown into looking something like Vivien Leigh, like the pictures of Mother
when she was 16 before she married Father. She looked a little like this other
woman we had a picture of, Mother’s cousin, Father said.
Sarah could have just stepped out of “Gone With the Wind” standing there
with her flowers in Mother’s pink wool suit on homecoming. Nikki took some
Polaroids we sent to Mother at Bryce’s. Father didn’t come to see me play or
see Sarah get her flowers. He took one look at Sarah in that suit getting ready
to leave, scowled, and he drove off with a cigarette dangling out the window.
None of it would matter anyway, I guess, because things went all haywire and
there wouldn’t be any more homecomings even for me, because Father
moved us around and I lost my eligibility.
I guess that’s another thing I blamed Father for, Sarah standing there in that
suit and him not there to hear her name announced on the field at halftime.
Because I think that’s the last good thing that ever happened to her.
But the thing I blame him most for is having Mother crumpled up in my arms
the day they came for her. She was so small, but she felt so heavy that day.
She should have been Father’s burden, but I just had to stand there with her
while Father stood across the room smoking. He told me to keep an eye out
for the door.
I coaxed Mother into the rocking chair. That seemed to send her from tears
to laughing fits. Every time she’d rock back, she’d throw her dress up over her
head, laughing like wild. Father didn’t make a move toward her. He just stood
there clearing his throat a little, his cigarette ashes growing long and falling
onto the carpet.
“Ishmael,” Mother whispered. “Those ashes on my carpet. I see you.”
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Father put the butt in a Dr. Pepper can without looking at anyone. When the
knock came, it was just Aunt Inez, telling Father she’d make sure we kids
were all OK and got fed. Mother glared at her from the rocker. “This is my
chair, I-nez. It’s mine.”
“I know it’s yours, Beatrice. I know. I won’t take your chair,” Inez said.
“You’re here to help them take it all. You’re a traitor.” Mother thrust forward
in the chair. She was snarling like a mad Elvis.
When the people came for her she said, “Oh Ishmael. You’re not true. You’re
not the Crimson Tide.” Her voice was so sad, so resigned. If you could distill
and bottle disappointment, that was it. She was looking at Father but he
wasn’t looking back.
I wanted to run, do anything, tell them they had the wrong house--something
to let her stay with us. But I just watched Father point to the chair, where she
had started rocking and throwing her dress up again. And there was nothing I
could do. I knew she was past saving and I probably would have cried if
Father’d cried first but he was as cool as the doctors. That scared me as much
as anything else.
Mother must have realized what was happening to her, because she started
to fight them, lunging for me to rescue her. It took Father and me both to
help hold her while one of the men jabbed her with a shot. Even when we
had her pinned, she hooked her feet under a rung on the rocker and it fell
over and hit Inez on the head.
Mother kept calling me Bubba, not Matthew . “Don’t let them take me
Bubba!” Her arm was reaching out to me until she went a little limp, and she
looked and me and whispered my name. Whether it was the shot or the
sound of Lauren crying from the back of the house I don’t know, but Mother
stopped resisting at all. She started softly saying “It’s all right. It’s time now.
Time for you to go. Time now, time now.” And they took her away to Bryce’s.
Father hired a maid to do all the things around the house she used to do
when she was there—as there as she ever was anyway. When she was OK,
she inspected the backs of our ears to see if there were “any potatoes
growing back there,” checked if our nostrils were clean. It was a little
obsessive but she’s always done that, so I was reassured whenever she did.
But sometimes she’d be looking at me and talking to somebody she thought
was Bubba. And the scary thing was, I sometimes thought that even if he
wasn’t me, he was still right there in the house.
I could almost feel him dogging her footsteps all through the house, looking
at how sad and silent we’d all become for his sake. Honest to God when she
looked at me sometimes I could see something move behind her eyes and
click into the wrong slot. When I was in the kitchen on the phone to a girl
sometimes I’d feel Mother’s hands in my hair, coming up from behind. She’d
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feel around on my scalp until she found the two dents in my head where
Sarah threw a hammer at me once when we were little. I still shudder when
anyone touches me there. Except for the pinking shears, Mother wasn’t really
violent like Sarah could be. I can’t say I ever was particularly afraid of Mother,
because she saved her rage for Father.
I feel so bad about it all now.
We all should’ve been better to Mother. We never knew a lot of details about
her personal life before she was Mother. We didn’t visit her family often.
Mainly what we knew about Mother is that she was very attentive to
appearance, especially where Bubba and Sarah were concerned, because
they were local celebrities kicking off the Saturday kids’ TV shows. We related
to her by not getting our dress clothes “nasty,” keeping our elbows off the
table, saying yes sir and ma’am so people would know we weren’t Alabama
trailer trash, holding the door for ladies and our elders.
We knew she loved to shop, even before Father had lots of money. We knew
supper was always on the table, sack lunch always had a piece of fruit, boys’
underwear and team uniforms were always washed twice, because Mother
didn’t us to “stink like boys do.”
I kind of associate Mother with things, and activities, not with a real
presence. Father was always The One. It was Father we had to ask for
permission, and if we sneaked around him to get a yes from Mother, he’d
find out and say no just to overrule her. So we learned early to just bypass
the middleman.
We could’ve been better to Mother. We really could have.
I know she loved us. She just wasn’t a force. We were all sorry when Father
sent her to Tuscaloosa, but our lives had already changed so much after
Bubba died that when Mother was gone, it was just like another window had
shattered but the house was still intact. A maid did most of the things Mother
ever did. Still, we owed it to her to have seen it coming before it hit. We
probably should’ve seen it coming with Sarah too. There was that time Sarah
got mad at Mother for the crazy-cleanness and went up and down the
hallway squirting dishwashing soap all over the walls, for example.
I always felt Sarah didn’t have to wind up the way she did, but Mother had a
lot to do with it. Mother kept Sarah out of school sometimes so she could just
have her to herself. Up until Sarah was a teenager Mother brushed her hair
100 strokes every night. It wasn’t always gentle. We could sometimes hear
Sarah yowling and poking at Mother and Mother grousing about rats’ nests.
After Mother was gone it was like watching a garbage truck lose its load on
the interstate. Father didn’t even try to pretend anything was normal. Well,
Father basically just didn’t even try at anything anymore. Sarah locked herself
in Bubba’s room a lot. She didn’t write poems or draw anymore, and she’d
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started carving weird symbols on the doors and windowsills, and the word
“Liar” in a deeper gouge. She never did her schoolwork and showed up to
class only when I frog-marched her, then she ditched when I went to my own
classes.
Sarah was wearing her make-up thick as a whore in the Quarter, fingernails
getting long and curling back toward her palms, teased-up hair too old for her
and nothing like when Mother brushed it. You’d look at her and the last thing
you’d ever think is that she’d been on Homecoming Court as a freshman. She
could lay a scratch on you with those nails if you crossed her about the
slightest thing. She left a deep pitted scar on my arm because she wanted the
last pickle in the jar. I can still see the lipstick on her teeth, way too red and
way too heavy for late afternoon, when I think about that day.
Sarah was told she was getting expelled. The vice principal couldn’t get Father
on the phone, so he excused me to drive her home after lunch and stay out
the rest of the day. I talked some buddies into cutting the rest of their classes.
I dropped Sarah off and then I went with the guys and their beer in my buddy
Joey’s car. We sat in the woods not too far from our apartment putting away
a case and a bottle of whiskey. I’d only been drunk one time before, after the
homecoming game when I was so mad Father didn’t come—and nowhere
near as bad as I was that day. We had been pretty straight and clean kids
about stuff like drinking most of the time—the “good kind” of preacher’s kids.
But as we got more and more time to ourselves, we drifted on some rules. No
one was noticing except Sarah’s teachers, I guess.
I got so hammered out in the woods that day that when I went to take a piss I
threw up on my shoe. Nobody saw me, but I was pretty much ready to go
home after that. I wanted to get there before Father did and get my teeth
brushed. When they dropped me off, Sarah was out by the pool. I didn’t
realize at first why my friends were whistling and catcalling.
When I popped out of the car, I saw her. The guys got out with me. Sarah was
in the lounger and two older guys wearing frat shirts were standing over her.
She was wearing a fishnet that girls were supposed to wear over a one-piece
swimsuit, but Sarah wasn’t wearing the swimsuit. One of the kids I was with
said, “Hey Matthew—is that how your sister really looks? Mind if I say hey?”
I felt the vomit coming up in my throat. I ran to our apartment. When I came
back I had a baseball bat in my hands. Everyone backed up, but Sarah just laid
there smiling, not realizing why everyone had backed up. “C’mon fellas. Don’t
you want to talk some more?” she said.
I swung the bat in the air toward one of the frat guys.
“Sorry, man. Back up. Sorry,” one of them said. I whiffed the bat at about
knee-level, knowing either one of them could lay me out without that bat.
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“You really should make sure your girlfriend is better covered next time she
goes out,” he said, backing up.
I closed my eyes and let go with a swing. I missed the guy but hit the metal
ladder. I heard the metal ringing on and on in my ears and my whole body
was one long vibration, like I was being electrocuted where the bat in my
hands was connecting with metal.
“Oh hell,” the other frat guy said. “Any girl’d wear a fishnet for a bathing suit
is just asking for it.”
“Get the hell out of here!” They were scattering before I even lifted the bat
toward them again, a muttering, cussing retreat.
Then they were gone, and my friends were gone, too. I heard doors slamming
and tires peeling. When I couldn’t hear them laughing or taunting anymore I
yanked Sarah up and hauled her inside. I scrubbed the lipstick and make-up
off her face and made her put on a robe. She never fought with me. She just
sat there cackling and smiling into the mirror on the closet door. “Mirror
mirror on the ceiling, Sarah is the most appealing.” I slapped her to snap her
out of that chant and threw her onto the couch. I stayed there watching her
until she fell asleep. I didn’t feel guilty about slapping her but wished Father
had done it instead. I didn’t bother calling him. I didn’t bother brushing my
teeth.
I went back outside to the pool and smacked the bat again and again into the
chainlink fence until I just couldn’t feel anything but my arms shaking. I
staggered over to the pool ladder and wrapped myself around the bars and
threw up into the water. After awhile I looked up at the lights that were just
starting to come on over the water and remembered how when Sarah and I
were little we’d sit on the front porch and watch bugs circle the lights. “They
fly by the stars,” she said, “and when we invented lights it messed them all
up.” I used to feel sorry for those bugs, thinking the porch lights were stars
and just getting singed. But that night I felt glad for them that for all they
knew they died touching Orion’s belt.
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Spastic Cerebral Palsy. She wanted to learn how to create her own style
of art given her physical limitations of being unable to use her hands. A
mentor nurtured her talent for digital graphic art. She learned how to
use imaging software with the use of a head wand. Her artwork has
been published in Pentimento Magazine, Penumbra Literary and Art
Journal, Aji Magazine, Hey, I’m Alive Magazine, Defunkt Magazine,
and the cover of Lateef H. McLeod’s Whispers of Krip Love Shouts of
Krip Revolution. In 2019, she self-published her poetry and art in
Strength and Tragedy: the Mystery of the Blue Lady. In 2021, Harris
won the Red Planet Magazine Cover Art Contest.
James Grabill’s work appears in Caliban, Harvard Review, Terrain,
Mobius, Shenandoah, Seattle Review, Stand, and many others. Books Poem Rising Out of the Earth (1994), An Indigo Scent after the Rain
(2003), Lynx House Press. Environmental prose poems, Sea-Level
Nerve: Books One (2014), Two (2015), Wordcraft of Oregon. For
many years, he taught all kinds of writing as well as “systems thinking”
and global issues relative to sustainability.
Born, raised, and resides in Greenville, SC, Matthew Granger grew up
with an always heavy imagination with a massive want to create. Now
creeping up into his forties those traits have only been amplified. Life
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has gradually nudged from behind the scenes molding his artistic eye
along the way. Almost all of the art materials are found or recovered in
an effort to offset the ever-wasteful world around us and to find the art
in them. As far as style is concerned, there are none that compare so
far, but many have influenced and he mostly leans into the dark.
Unique!
Clay Hunt is a poet living in San Francisco, California. He is the
author of the chapbook “Born Shane” (Two Key Customs) and “Young
When the Sun Went Down” (Budget Press.) He has poems published in
several journals including “Black Flowers,” “Penumbra,” and Song of
the San Joaquin.”
Colin James has a couple of chapbooks of poetry published. Dreams
Of The Really Annoying from Writing Knights Press and A
Thoroughness Not Deprived of Absurdity from Piski's Porch Press and
a book of poems, Resisting Probability, from Sagging Meniscus Press.
Beverly Rose Joyce lives in Brecksville, Ohio, a suburb of Cleveland,
with her husband, Carl, and their two daughters, Mallory and
Samantha, along with their two dogs, Shadow and Reggie. She holds a
BA in English from Baldwin-Wallace University and a MA in English
from Cleveland State University, and she was a public high school
English teacher for sixteen years before taking a voluntary respite from
the profession to spend more time with her children and to better focus
on her writing and photography. Her writing has been published in
Plants & Poetry Journal and in the anthology titled Inner Eye (by Poets’
Choice). Her writing is also forthcoming in the anthology titled
Turning Darkness into Light (by Quillkeepers Press) and in The Silent
World in Her Vase, while her photography is forthcoming in The
Closed Eye Open.
Martina Tichá (Kratochvílová) *1973 - Czech Republic. My name is
Martina Kratochvílová and I was born in 1973 in Prague in the former
Czechoslovakia. When signing my paintings I use the surname Tichá,
which I got from my beloved father. I have been struggling with
depression since 2014. I have found it wonderfully relaxing to throw
my feelings onto canvas. The red ball in my paintings is a symbol of
the soul. Recently I have started to put more symbolism into my
paintings. In 2021, I became a member of Group F. It is a loose group
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of artists with experience of mental illness and other personalities
sympathetic to the subject, founded by the editors of Czech Galleries.
Exhibitions:
8 June - 27 August 2021 "Soul as Muse", Group F exhibition, Oskar
Nedbal Theatre, Tábor, Czech Republic
13 Aug - 21 Sep 2021 "Summer Exhibition of Group F", Týn Literary
Café, Prague, Czech Republic
15 Sep - 30 Sep 2021 Pescara - Civitella del Tronto, Italy
Website: https://martina-kratochvilova.webnode.cz/
Diamante Lavendar lives in the Midwest US. She enjoys using art as
a medium to explore the issues of life and the human reactions to those
issues with a strong emphasis on spirituality. Most of her works are
abstract in nature with a focus on color, shapes, and lines. The majority
of her work is mixed media digital art which includes some or all of the
following: photography, fractals, drawing, painting, and digital art.
Diamante’s work has been shown in numerous online and “brick and
mortar” exhibitions and has been awarded in many of those shows. She
has also been recognized in the American Art Awards in 2017, 2018,
2019 and 2020. Diamante’s work has been published in several
magazines including Edge Of Faith Magazine, Eris and Eros, The
Closed Eye Open and Beyond Words Literary Magazine. Her work can
be viewed on her website at www.diamante-lavendar.pixels.com.
With roots in the Mississippi Delta, Cynthia Le Monds lives in the
Bay Area of California. She holds a BA in political science and an
MPA from St. Mary's University of Texas. She's pursuing an MFA in
Fiction Writing at San Francisco State University where she serves as a
contributing fiction editor of Fourteen Hills magazine.
Mary MacGowan earned a Master of Letters with a poetry writing
concentration, Drew University, 1991. Her chapbook, Spider Lake, was
published by Kattywompus Press in 2019. MacGowan has had over 60
poems featured in literary journals such as fugue, The Literary Review,
The South Carolina Review, Apple Valley Review, POEM, and
Manorborn. She enjoys slow walks to catch the poem.
Jay Miner is the founder of Rust Belt Press and the former copublisher of Alien Buddha Press (2017-2019.) He is the author of Bulls
in a China Shop (2016,) Photos of the Apocalypse (2019,) and Psych
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Ward Blues and other Stories (2020.) Jay is also a Registered Dietitian
in the healthcare industry, a photography enthusiast and a former
wrestler and judoka. He lives near Buffalo, New York.
Tamo Noonan s a former investigative journalist, writer, current
Giclee artist and DV filmmaker living in Berkeley, CA. He did his
undergrad work at UC Berkeley, his MFA Creative Writing work at
SUNY Binghamton, under John GardneHis poetry has appeared in such
journals as The Wilbur Review and Milvia Street. His digital art has
appeared in group shows by “The Digital Artists Club,” Berkeley. His
short films have appeared on public broadcasting and venues around
the Bay Area. His digital work can be seen at:
https://fenian47ronin.myportfolio.com . Some of his writings are at:
https://fenian47ronin.wixsite.com/tamo . His memoir is at:
https://fenian47ronin.wixsite.com/blog
Opeyemi Joe Olanihun is an aspiring writer from Nigeria. He holds a
degree in geology and teaches high school geography. His works have
been published in The Lummox Journal, Kalahari Review, Lost Coast
Review, Nebo Literary Journal, Cordite Review, and in several
anthologies. He lives with his spouse, Bose, and their son, Ayodeji, in
Iseyin, Oyo State.
Zai Pacardo is a Filipino visual artist based in Metro Manila,
Philippines. Chaotic lines, a limited palette, and abstractions of the
human face are the defining features of their art. Previously focusing
on realism, their art today is a process of unlearning. It celebrates the
captivating and transcending nature of imperfection. Still, they focus on
creating portraits — but instead of capturing likeness, they depict
intense yet somber themes.
Parrish is a Pushcart Prize nominated writer and critic living
somewhere in California and teaching most usually at UC Davis.
Parrish’s recent short fiction has appeared in Raritan, Ploughshares,
Equinox, Vestal Review, Sonic Boom, and Blood and Bourbon.
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Tanya Rakh was born on the outskirts of time and space in a
cardboard box. After extensive planet-hopping, she currently makes her
home near Houston, Texas where she writes poetry, surrealist prose,
and cross-genre amalgamations. Her writing has appeared in numerous
journals including Redshift 4, Literary Orphans, Heroin Love Songs,
Fearless, Yes, Poetry, and The Rye Whiskey Review. Tanya is the
author of two books: Hydrogen Sofi (Hammer & Anvil Books 2019)
and Wildflower Hell (Rogue Wolf Press 2021).
James Redfern was born and raised in Long Beach, California.
Redfern is a graduate of Grinnell College. His work has been published
by The American Journal of Poetry, Transcend, Verity La: The
Clozapine Clinic, Dime Show Review, Swimming with Elephants,
Montana Mouthful, Anti-Heroin Chic, Great Lakes Poetry Press, Fear
and Loathing in Long Beach, Passengers Journal, DoveTales, We Are
Antifa (anthology, Into the Void), High Shelf, and elsewhere.
Brian Rihlmann lives and writes in Reno, Nevada. His work has
appeared in many magazines, including The Rye Whiskey Review,
Fearless, Heroin Love Songs, Chiron Review and The Main Street Rag.
His latest poetry collection, "Night At My Throat," (2020) was
published by Pony One Dog Press.
Laura Schaffer is a poet and teacher living in Columbia, SC. She
completed her MFA at Boston University in 2019, and she has
published poetry (or has poems forthcoming) in 3Elements Literary
Review, Appalachian Heritage, Blue Mountain Review, The Dewdrop,
Wild Roof Journal, High Shelf, and Barstow & Grand.
Connie Wasem Scott makes her home among the ponderosas and
maples in Spokane, WA, where she teaches writing and literature at
Spokane Falls Community College and spends as much time as she can
enjoying the outdoors with her Aussie-American husband. Her
chapbook, Predictable as Fire, was recently published by Moonstone
Press (April 2021), and her first full collection, The Open Hand of Sky,
is forthcoming from Finishing Line Press (August 2022). Connie’s
most recent poems have appeared in Cirque, American Poetry Journal,
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Rock & Sling, Streetlight, and Citron Review.
www.conniewasemscott.com
Shyla Shehan is an analytical Virgo who holds an MFA in Writing
from the University of Nebraska where she received an American
Academy of Poets Prize in 2020. Her work has appeared or is
forthcoming in Plainsongs, Gyroscope Review, The Journal of
Compressed Creative Arts, and elsewhere. She is a co-founder and
editor at The Good Life Review and currently lives in Omaha, Nebraska
with her husband, children, and four cats. Shyla enjoys gardening, road
trips, and blogging from her treadmill. Her full bio and published work
are available at shylashehan.com.
Henry Sturm is a poet and attorney living in Houston, Texas, with his
beautiful wife, amazing baby daughter, one loyal dog and three
mischievous cats. He loves family and home above all else, and he uses
writing as a way to capture that love. As an attorney, he represents lowincome folks affected by systemic injustice. He approaches law and
poetry with a shared perspective: each word we choose matters. When
we exercise responsibility over our words, we are practicing selfdetermination.
Pamela Sumners' work has been recognized or published by about 30
journals or publishing houses in the US, UK, Scotland, Ireland, and
Singapore. She was selected for inclusion in 2018's 64 Best New Poets
and was a 2018 Pushcart nominee. She lives in St. Louis wife her wife,
their son, and three rescue hounds.
Ann Christine Tabaka was nominated for the 2017 Pushcart Prize in
Poetry. She is the winner of Spillwords Press 2020 Publication of the
Year, her bio is featured in the “Who’s Who of Emerging Writers
2020,” published by Sweetycat Press. Chris has been internationally
published, and won poetry awards from numerous publications. Her
work has been translated into Sequoyah-Cherokee Syllabics, and into
Spanish. She is the author of 12 poetry books. She has recently been
published in several micro-fiction anthologies and short story
publications. Christine lives in Delaware, USA. She loves gardening
and cooking. Chris lives with her husband and four cats. Her most
recent credits are: The American Writers Review; The Phoenix;
Burningword Literary Journal; Muddy River Poetry Review; The
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Scribe, The Silver Blade, Silver Birch Press, Pomona Valley Review,
Page & Spine, West Texas Literary Review, The Hungry Chimera,
Sheila-Na-Gig, Foliate Oak Review, The Stray Branch, The McKinley
Review, Fourth & Sycamore.
*(a complete list of publications is available upon request)
Three of t.m. thomson’s poems have been nominated for Pushcart
Awards. She is co-author of Frame and Mount the Sky (2017) and
author of Strum and Lull (2019), which placed in Golden Walkman’s
2017 chapbook competition, and The Profusion (2019). Her passions
include kickboxing, playing in mud, and savoring art. You can find her
writer’s page at https://www.facebook.com/TaunjaThomsonWriter/.
Steven Tutino was born in Montréal, Canada, and is a painter, poet and
writer. He is currently a graduate student at Concordia University in the
process of completing an M.A. in Theological Studies. His artwork has
appeared in numerous journals and magazines including TreeHouse
Arts, Montréal Writes, Spadina Literary Review, The Montréal
Gazette, The Indianapolis Review, Apricity Magazine, Ariel's Dream,
Wild Roof, Beyond Words, Unlimited Literature, The Raw Art
Review and After the Pause. Apart from his art practice, Steven enjoys
reading and writing, going for long meditative walks and giving his
110% in the gym.
Matina Vossou is a self-taught artist living in Athens, Greece. She
uses acrylics and a toothpick, a technique which she learned by her
father, who was a naïve painter. She paints faces like perfectly
unfinished mosaics of emotions and ideas. She believes that every face
is a journey and probably looking at them is going to be our longest,
most adventurous and knowledgeable trip. Her most recent
participations were in Onboards Biennale in Antwerp, Belgium and in
Emerging Scene in Dubai, UAE. She is also included in the 2021
publication (yearbook) of the Gran Anuario Internacional de arte
contemporáneo, edicion Madrid. Except from painting, she also loves
writing; her play “The nothing of People” ( a dystopian comedy) was
published in Greek in 2018. You can see more of her artwork at:
Ronald Walker is an artist living in Fair Oaks California. He works in
a style he calls Suburban Primitive. This style concerns itself with life
in the suburbs combined with iconography from his life and
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explorations into the origins and functions of art. He holds a MFA in
painting from the University of Kansas as well as a MA in painting
from the University of Central Missouri. His work has been shown in
45 solo exhibits to date.
Walter Weinschenk is an attorney, writer and musician. Until a few
years ago, he wrote short stories exclusively but now divides his time
equally between poetry and prose. Walter's writing has appeared in a
number of literary publications including the Carolina Quarterly,
Cathexis Northwest Press, The Gateway Review, The Closed Eye
Open, The Writing Disorder, Beyond Words, The Courtship of Winds,
Griffel, Grey Sparrow Journal, The Write Launch and others. His work
is due to appear in forthcoming issues of Iris Literary Journal, Rock
Salt Journal and Phantom Kangaroo. Walter lives in a suburb just
outside Washington, D. C.
Luke Young is a writer, bartender, bibliophile, proletarian and
factotum. He is of mixed Indigenous and European American heritage.
He grew up among Southeast Asian war refugees in the states of
Washington and California before moving to the nation of Cambodia
where he lived for the majority of the next seventeen years. He moved
back to the United States, to Minnesota, in the autumn of 2017 with his
wife and four young children.
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souls birthing inside the square of a day
by
Lawrence Barrett
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